Hydrogenases (H 2 ases) catalyze the reversible oxidation of molecular hydrogen and play a central role in microbial energy metabolism. Most of these enzymes are found in Archaea and Bacteria, but a few are present in Eucarya as well. ases are oligomeric. The modular structure of H 2 ases is strikingly illustrated in recently unveiled sequences and structures. It is also remarkable that most of the accessory domains and subunits of H 2 ases have counterparts in other redox complexes, in particular NADHubiquinone oxidoreductase (Complex I) of respiratory chains. Microbial genome sequences are bringing forth a significant body of additional H 2 ase sequence data and contribute to the understanding of H 2 ase distribution and evolution. Altogether, the available data suggest that [Fe]-H 2 ases are restricted to Bacteria and Eucarya, while [NiFe]-H 2 ases, with one possible exception, seem to be present only in Archaea and Bacteria. H 2 ase processing and maturation involve the products of several genes which have been identified and are currently being characterized in the case of the [NiFe]-H 2 ases. In contrast, near to nothing is known regarding the maturation of the [Fe]-H 2 ases. Inspection of the currently available genome sequences suggests that the [NiFe]-H 2 ase maturation proteins have no similar counterparts in the genomes of organisms possessing [Fe]-H 2 ases only. This observation, if confirmed, would be consistent with the phylogenetic distinctiveness of the two classes of H 2 ases. Sequence alignments of catalytic subunits of H 2 ases have been implemented to construct phylogenetic trees that were found to be consistent, in the main, with trees derived from other data. On the basis of the comparisons performed and discussed here, proposals are made to simplify and rationalize the nomenclature of H 2 ase-encoding genes. ß
Introduction
Hydrogenases (H 2 ases) catalyze the interconversion of molecular hydrogen and protons and electrons according to the reaction: H 2 I2H +2e 3 . Although most, if not all, known H 2 ases can catalyze the reaction in either direction in vitro, they are usually committed to catalyze either hydrogen uptake or evolution in vivo, depending on the demands of the host organism.
Research in the ¢eld of H 2 ases is now at a turning point. Previously, traditional physiological and biochemical studies have provided information on the cellular function of H 2 ases. Accordingly, a number of early reviews have been focused on the physiology of speci¢c organisms such as aerobic hydrogen oxidizing bacteria [1, 2] , cyanobacteria [3, 4] , photosynthetic bacteria [5^7], rhizobia [81 0 ], sulfate reducers [11, 12] , anaerobic fermenters [13^15], and extremophiles [16, 17] . A shifted emphasis was apparent in subsequent reviews as a result of the widespread use of molecular biology and genetics [18^28] . The soaring of genome sequencing is resulting in a rapidly increasing £ow of new data that provide new insights into the biodiversity and evolution of H 2 ases. The overwhelming majority of H 2 ases are metalloenzymes, and their metal sites belong to two main categories. One of these consists of the classical [2Fe^2S], [3Fe^4S], and [4Fe^4S] iron^sulfur clusters. These ubiquitous metal sites shuttle electrons between the H 2 -activating site and the redox partners of H 2 ases. The general properties of Fe^S clusters are well known [29, 30] . In contrast, their biosynthesis is not so well understood but is actively investigated [31, 32] . The second type of metal clusters are the H 2 -activating sites, which are idiosyncratic to H 2 ases. They come in two varieties, the [NiFe] [33] and [Fe] [34, 35] active sites.
Crystal structures have unveiled the general fold and details of the catalytic sites of several H 2 ases of the [NiFe] [33,36^39] and [Fe] [34,35,40^42] classes. These structures have given a new stimulus to the implementation of sophisticated spectroscopic techniques [43^48], chemical modeling [49^51], calculations ( [52] and references therein) and analysis of enzyme kinetics [53] . Such combined e¡orts are providing novel insights into the catalytic mechanism of H 2 ases. Since surveys and discussions of these aspects have appeared recently [42,51^53] , they have not been dwelt upon in detail here. Crystal structures of H 2 ases have also shed light on a number of other pendent questions. Among these, the modular structure of H 2 ases, which had previously been inferred from primary structures, has been con¢rmed. Also, the absence of a phylogenic relationship between the [NiFe]-and [Fe]-H 2 ases [21] has been put on ¢rm ground by the 3D structures [33^42] .
The compilation of sequence data demonstrates that H 2 ases are related to other redox proteins and enzymes. Fe^S-containing subunits and modules of H 2 ases are clearly homologous to soluble ferredoxins and parts of respiratory chain complexes, in particular NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase (Complex I) [54^60] . Furthermore, such homologies appear to exist also in the case of the H 2 -activating domain of [NiFe]-H 2 ases [56, 58, 61] . These relationships con¢rm at the molecular level the existence of extensive phylogenic connections between anaerobic and aerobic bioenergetic machines.
H 2 ases were ¢rst isolated from prokaryotes of the domain Bacteria [13] then from Archaea [62] . The latter domain comprises two kingdoms, the Euryarchaeota and the Crenarchaeota [63] , many members of which rely on H 2 as a main energy source. Finally, H 2 ases have also been found in subcellular organelles of eukaryotes, namely hydrogenosomes of protozoa [64, 65] and chloroplasts of green algae [25,66^72] . These enzymes are thus present in all major domains of life, and in a considerable variety of physiological contexts.
The isolation of novel microorganisms and the increasingly fast pace of genomic sequencing are providing us with a continuous supply of new H 2 ase sequences which need to be annotated, ordered, and which are likely, thanks to their ubiquity, to be very useful for the derivation of evolutionary patterns. As the tools for retrieval and analysis of these data are being developed, information on the structure, function, and subcellular localization of the encoded proteins can also be obtained at an unprecedented pace. We therefore intend to center this review on these novel aspects of hydrogenase research, with the expectation that it will be helpful for the retrieval and analysis of new data.
The three phylogenetically distinct classes of hydrogenases
The ¢rst isolated and characterized H 2 ases were monomers or dimers and were found to be iron^sulfur proteins [13, 73] . The classi¢cation was initially based on the identity of speci¢c electron donors and acceptors, namely NAD (hydrogenases of EC class 1.12.1.12), cytochromes (class 1.12.2.1), coenzyme F 420 (class 1.12.99.1) or ferredoxins (class 1.18.99.1).
Nickel was later found in the H 2 ase from Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum [62] then in many other H 2 ases, and [Fe]-H 2 ases turned out to be fewer in numbers. A subgroup of the [NiFe]-H 2 ases also contains selenium, as selenocysteine coordinated to the nickel [39, 74, 75] . From the comparison of the conserved sequence elements in the nickel-binding regions of 16 [NiFe]-H 2 ases, Voordouw [20] divided up these enzymes into ¢ve subgroups. Subsequently, Wu and Mandrand [21] proposed a more elaborated classi¢cation based on the amino acid sequences of 30 microbial H 2 ases. In this review we report the analysis of a number of H 2 ase sequences more than 3-fold higher, and have found that a few readjustments are required. While the main features of the [NiFe]-H 2 ase classi¢cation [21] remains valid (Section 4), the [Fe]-and [NiFe]-H 2 ases are phylogenetically distinct, and their separation is to be placed at a level qualitatively di¡erent from the separations among the various groups of [NiFe]-H 2 ases. Also, one of the previously proposed groups (Class VI) [21] consisted of putative H 2 ase sequences [369] which have subsequently been shown to be closely related to aminotransferases [370] . This group is therefore to be dismissed.
A metal-free H 2 ase has been discovered in some methanogens [76^78] . This enzyme is a homodimer encoded by a monocistronic gene [79^81], and is described as an H 2 -forming methylenetetrahydromethanopterin dehydrogenase (Hmd) (EC 1.12.99.4). Hmd catalyzes the reversible reduction of N 5 ,N 10 -methenyltetrahydromethanopterin (methenyl-H 4 MPT ) with H 2 to N 5 ,N 10 -methylenetetrahydromethanopterin (methylene-H 4 MPT). The mechanism of H 2 formation has been analyzed using hydrogen isotopes [82, 83] and the stereoselective hydride transfer by 2D NMR spectroscopy [84] . Together with the F 420 -dependent methylenetetrahydromethanopterin dehydrogenase (Mtd), Hmd catalyzes the reduction of F 420 with H 2 [80, 81, 85] . Both enzymes are induced during growth under conditions of nickel deprivation [86] . Recently, it has been demonstrated that under Ni-limited growth, Hmd synthesis is increased 6-fold in Methanothermobacter marburgensis (formerly M. thermoautotrophicum strain Marburg) [371] while the synthesis of F 420 -reducing hydrogenase (Frh) is 20-fold lower than in cells grown on nickel replete medium [86] . The presence of an organic cofactor in these metalfree H 2 ases has recently been reported [87] .
At this time, the sequences of altogether over 100 H 2 ases are available, and the genomes of well over 40 microorganisms have been sequenced. These data con¢rm that, despite their increasingly conspicuous diversity in many respects (size, quaternary structure, electron donors and acceptors) H 2 ases consist of three phylogenetically distinct classes, the [Fe]-H 2 ases, the [NiFe]-H 2 ases, and the metal-free H 2 ases, each characterized by a distinctive functional core which is conserved within each class. This core consists of the subunits or domains that accommodate the catalytic site and that are minimally required for structure and function. Metal content as well as sequence similarity thus is a reliable classi¢cation criterion. The existence of these phylogenetically independent classes of H 2 ases has recently received additional and compelling support from X-ray crystallography, at least in the cases of [NiFe]-and [Fe]-H 2 ases [33^35, 37] . Interestingly, the active sites of the latter two classes of H 2 ases display some striking similarities in their structural frameworks and chemistry, despite the absence of any resemblance between the polypeptide folds that surround them [40, 42, 52] . This is deemed to be a well-supported case of convergent evolution. On the grounds of sequence data, it is most likely that the structure of the metal-free H 2 ases is unlike any of those of the two metal-containing classes of H 2 ases. Structural data are expected to con¢rm these inferences in the near future.
Only the [NiFe]-and [Fe]-H 2 ases will be considered in some detail in this review. Indeed, given the paucity of sequence data on metal-free H 2 ases, their phylogeny cannot be adequately discussed, and they therefore fall outside the scope of this paper.
Biosynthesis and localization of hydrogenases

Cellular functions of hydrogenases
Although H 2 ases catalyze a very simple reaction, they do so in many di¡erent metabolic contexts and thus assume very diverse functions. In fermentative bacteria of the clostridial type, the reduction of protons into dihydrogen by H 2 ases is a means of disposing of excess reducing equivalents [13] . Various microorganisms can use H 2 as an electron source either aerobically [1, 2] or anaerobically (e.g. the methanogens [80, 81, 85] , the sulfate reducers [12] and the photosynthetic bacteria [5, 6] ). Nitrogen ¢xers usually contain uptake H 2 ases that recycle the H 2 produced by nitrogenase [4^6,9,88^90]. These various functions are often associated with di¡erent cellular localizations, e.g. hydrogen evolution is most often cytosolic, whereas hydrogen uptake is usually periplasmic or membrane-localized. However, cytoplasmic bidirectional H 2 ases also mediate H 2 uptake. Some bacteria contain two or more di¡erent H 2 ases, localized in di¡erent cell compartments. The multiplicity of H 2 ases in such organisms re£ects the 6 Identi¢ed gene clusters are shown in the table. Homologous genes are found in other species but either they are scattered in the chromosome or they have not been completely sequenced yet. In each column the genes appear in the same order as in the hydrogenase gene clusters. Exceptions, which are indicated in footnotes, have been introduced by the constraint that homologous genes occur on the same line. The references are related either to the genes (in italics) or to the properties of the gene products (written with a capital letter). (A) R. capsulatus H 2 ase gene cluster: hoxHORF2hupTUVhypF-hupSLCDFGHJKhypABhupRhypCDE. NB: hupT and hupR were initially termed hupR 2 and hupR 1 , respectively. Ref. hupSL [93] , hupC/ORFX [94] (the hupC gene initially termed ORFX was named hupM [95, 96] , then renamed hupC [23] ), hupDFGHJK,hypABDE, hypF [96] , C-terminal hupJ/ORF1, hupK/ ORF2, hypB/ORF4, N-ter hupR/ORF5P [97] , hupR/hupR1 [98] , hupTU [99] , hupTUV [100] , HupT [101] , HupUV [102] , HupR [103] , HupR, HupT [104] , hypF, HypF, HupUV, HupSL [105] , hoxH, HupUV, HupSL hypD [106] . (B) R. sphaeroides H 2 ase gene cluster: hupTUVhypFhupSLEC---HJKhypABhupRhypCD. Ref. hupTUV, hupS [107] , hupTUVhypFhupSLEC (accession Y14197), hupHJKhypABhupRhypCD (accession AF214145), hupT (accession AJ277115), hupR (accession AJ243734), hupDFG (http://www.jgi.doe.gov/tempweb/JGI_microbial/html/rhodobacter). (C) R. leguminosarum H 2 ase gene cluster : hupSLCDEFGHIJKhypABFCDEXi ihoxA. Ref. hupSL [108, 109] , hupCDEF [110] , hupGHIJK [111] , hypABFCDE [112] , HupK [113] , HypB [114] , hypBFCDE [115] , 8hoxA [116] , hypX [117] , hypA [118] , see also accession X52974. (D) B. japonicum H 2 ase gene cluster: hupUVSLCDFGHIJKhypABFCDEXhoxXAhupT. Ref. hupSL [119] , hupCDFG [120] , hypDP/incomplete sequence, hypE, hoxXA [121] , hupUV [122] , hupSLCDF operon [123] , hup-GHIJK [124] , hypA, hypB [125] , HypB [126] , HoxA [127] , HoxX, HoxA [128] , HypB [129] , hypFCD [130] , HupT [131] , HypB/nickelin [132] . (E) R. eutropha MBH operon: hoxKGZMLOQRTVhypA1B1F1CDEXhoxABCJ; SH operon: hoxFUYHWIhypA2B2F2. Ref. hoxFUYH [133] , hoxA [134] , hoxKGZMLOQRTV [135] , hypABCDE [136] , hypB1F1 [137] HoxHFUY [137] , hoxX [138] , HoxA [139] , hoxKGZMLOQRTV [140] , HoxZ [141] , hoxW, HoxH, HoxW [142] , hypA1B1F1, hypA2B2F2 [143] , hoxABCJ [144] ,HoxFUYH [145] , HoxA, HoxB, HoxC, HoxJ [146] , hoxX/hypX [147] , HoxH [148, 149] , hoxA, HoxA [150, 151] , HoxBC/RH [152] . (F) A. vinelandii H 2 ase gene cluster: hoxKGZMLOQRTVhypABFCDE. Ref. hoxKG [153] , hoxZM-LOQ [154] , ORF1-2/hoxRT [155] ; ORF3-8/hoxVhypABFCD [156] , HoxZ [157] , HoxG [158, 159] , HoxK [160] , hypE [161] , hypB, hoxVhypABFCD [162] , HoxZ/cyt.b [163] . (G) A. chroococcum H 2 ase gene cluster: hupSLZMNOQRTVhupABYCDE. Ref. hupSL [164] , hupDE [165] , hupABYC [166] , hupZM-NOQRTV [167] . (H) E. coli H 2 ase 1 gene cluster (hya operon): hyaABCDEF ; H 2 ase 2 gene cluster (hyb operon): hybOABCDEFG ; H 2 ase 3 gene cluster (hyc operon): hypABCDEfhlAhycABCDEFGHI; hypF. Ref. hydG, hydH [168] (it has recently been shown [372] that the two-component regulatory system encoded by the hydHG genes is not a speci¢c activator of H 2 ase 3 synthesis but rather regulates the synthesis of ZraP, a periplasmic protein involved in the tolerance to high zinc concentrations; accordingly, the authors [372] have proposed to replace hydH by zraS and hydG by zraR), hyaABC-DEF [169] , hya operon [170] , hydA/hypF [171] , hypABCDE [172, 173] , hyb operon [174] , hyc operon [175] , hyc operon [176] , HypB [177] , HypB [178] , HycE [179] , hycI [180, 187] , hypF [181] , HycE [182] , hybO [183] , HypC, HycE [184, 185] , HybD [186, 187] , HycI [187, 188] , HypF [194] . (I) T. roseopersicina H 2 ase 2 gene cluster: hupSLCDHIR; H 2 ase 1 structural genes: hydSL Ref. hupSLCDHI [189] , hupR (accession L22980) [189] , hydSL, HydSL [190] , HydSL [373] . (J) P. hydrogenovora H 2 ase gene cluster: hupSLCDFGHIJK. Ref. hupSL [191, 192] , hupC [193] . a hypF is located between hupV and hupS. b hupR is located between hypB and hypC. c hoxH is located upstream from hupT. d hupE is located between hupL and hupC. e hupT is located downstream from hoxA. f Located downstream from hoxA. g Correct location of the gene in the cluster. h Belongs to the hoxFUYHWIhypA2B2F2 operon. i Located elsewhere on the chromosome, actually not involved in H 2 ase synthesis, renamed zraR and zraS [372] . j Not in that order in the gene cluster. k The HybD and HycI maturation proteases have been biochemically characterized. The crystal structure of HybD is known [186] . l HybG, chaperone for H 2 ase 1 and H 2 ase 2 (A. Bo «ck, private communication), HypC, speci¢c chaperone for H 2 ase3 maturation [184, 185] . m Located elsewhere on the chromosome. n hupR is located immediately downstream from hupI. o The hydS and hydL genes are separated by IS [190] . p [194] . q A. Bo « ck, private communication.
importance of H 2 in their metabolism and also ensures a rapid and e¤cient response to variations in energetic needs under changing growth conditions. Transmembrane hydrogen redox cycling leading to formation of transmembrane proton gradients has been suggested in sulfate reducers [91] , but redundancy of H 2 ases is possible in some cases. The latter hypothesis is bolstered by the presence of multiple copies of H 2 ase-encoding genes in some genomes (see below).
Considering this complexity in function and localization, in addition to the structural sophistication of H 2 ases and their active sites, it is not surprising that many genes are required for the biosynthesis of these enzymes. In the case of the [Fe]-H 2 ases such putative genes remain to be identi¢ed. In contrast, the frequent genomic clustering of the genes involved in [NiFe]-H 2 ase synthesis and maturation has facilitated their identi¢cation [22, 23, 92] .
Biosynthesis of [NiFe] active sites. Accessory genes
In Proteobacteria, the genes encoding the H 2 uptake H 2 ases are clustered, either on the chromosome or on a megaplasmid (cf. references in Table 1 ). The genes have usually been labeled alphabetically in accordance with their order in the cluster (Table 1) . The structural gene encoding the small subunit (28^35 kDa) has been named S or K (`small' or`klein') (e.g. hupS, hoxK, hydS,) while the large subunit (45^70 kDa) has been designated L or G (`large' or`gross', e.g. hupL, hoxG, hydL). Downstream from the structural genes are several genes (hup or hox), the products of which are involved in the maturation of the heterodimeric enzyme. Another set of proteins, encoded by the hyp (`p' for pleiotropic) genes, is involved in the insertion of Ni, Fe, CO and CN into the active site. Finally, these H 2 ase gene clusters also comprise regulatory genes that control expression of the structural genes. The functions of some of the numerous genes implicated in the biosynthesis of [NiFe]-H 2 ases (reviewed in [92] ) are brie£y recalled hereafter, taking as reference the assembly system associated with H 2 ase 3 of Escherichia coli.
The synthesis of the NiFe active center in E. coli H 2 ase 3 has been intensively studied by the group of A. Bo « ck in Munich, Germany. It was found that mutations mapping in the 58^59 min region of the E. coli chromosome a¡ected the synthesis of all three H 2 ases of this organism. Sequencing that region revealed the presence of an operon with ¢ve genes designated hypABCDE (for genes a¡ecting hydrogenases pleiotropically) [172] . A sixth hyp gene, hypF (initially termed hydA [171] ), was found in another location of the chromosome. Similar sets of genes were then identi¢ed in aerobic H 2 -oxidizing bacteria [22, 23, 28, 92] (Table 1) , and later in fully sequenced genomes (Section 6). The same hyp nomenclature was used for homologous genes except for Azotobacter chroococcum in which the hyp homologs have been designated hupABYCDE [165^167].
Other genes not belonging to the hyp group are also involved in H 2 ase maturation. For instance, the C-terminal cleavage of the large subunit of each of the three H 2 ases from E. coli is performed by a di¡erent protease (Table 1) . The recent determination of the crystal structure of HybD, the speci¢c endopeptidase involved in maturation of H 2 ase 2 from E. coli, has demonstrated that HybD is a metal-binding protein that uses nickel present in the large subunit precursor as a recognition and binding motif [186] . The roles of accessory gene products in the assembly of [NiFe]-H 2 ases are not yet fully elucidated, but considerable progress has been made recently. The maturation of the [NiFe]-H 2 ase 3 of E. coli is initiated by the binding of the active site iron and its diatomic ligands. As described below, proteolytic processing (endoproteolytic cleavage at the C-terminus) of the large subunit is achieved only after correct incorporation of Fe(CO)(CN) 2 and Ni. It has been shown [181] that such a proteolytic processing does not occur in an E. coli mutant having a deletion in the hypF gene. Starting from the observation that the HypF protein contains a sequence motif characteristic of o-carbamoyltransferases, the group of Bo « ck has recently demonstrated that carbamoylphosphate is required for synthesis of the active center of [NiFe]-H 2 ases and suggested that it is the source of the CO and CN ligands to the Fe atom [194] . It is not yet known whether insertion of the diatomic ligands takes place in the large subunit or on some sca¡old protein ¢rst, with subsequent transfer to the large subunit [194] . HypX (HoxX), found in Rhizobium leguminosarum [117] , Bradyrhizobium japonicum [128] , and Ralstonia eutropha [147] , which bears some similarity to formyl transferase enzymes [117, 195] , has been considered a possible alternative protein involved in the insertion of the diatomic ligands. No HypX homolog has been found in other proteobacteria, including E. coli. Insertion of the Fe(CO)(CN) 2 unit is then followed by Ni insertion into the partially unfolded protein. The precursor form of the large subunit (pre-HycE) containing both metals is subsequently cleaved C-terminally by a speci¢c protease, HycI for E. coli H 2 ase 3 [180, 182, 187, 188, 196] . This cleavage triggers a conformation change resulting in the closure of the bridge between the two metals by the most C-terminally located cysteine residue (Cys 534 ). It has been demonstrated that pre-HycE incorporates nickel while forming a complex with the chaperone-like protein HypC in the absence of the small subunit. HypC has then to leave the complex for the C-terminal processing of pre-HycE to occur, since only the HypC-free, nickel-containing form of pre-HycE is a substrate for the maturation endopeptidase [184, 185, 197] . The cleavage position in the large subunit, as determined biochemically, was found to occur C-terminal to a conserved histidine residue in Azotobacter vinelandii [158, 159] , R. eutropha [142] and H 2 ases 1 and 2 of E. coli [142, 158, 159, 187] , and C-terminal to similarly positioned glutamine and arginine residues in Methanococcus voltae FrhA and E. coli H 2 ase 3, respectively [179, 198] . HypD would play a role in maturation at a later stage.
HypB is a GDP-and GTP-binding protein that exhibits a low intrinsic GTPase activity [132, 177] and binds Ni atoms [114, 129] . It has been hypothesized that HypB in the GTP-bound state interacts with nickel-free pre-HycE and donates the nickel to it [199] . B. japonicum HypB binds 18 nickel ions (per HypB dimer) and hence has been termed nickelin for its role in nickel storage [129, 132] . The dual roles of nickelin in nickel storage and GTP-dependent Ni mobilization can be separated functionally and structurally and the two functions assigned to di¡erent domains of the protein [132] . While HypB, HypD, HypE and HypF appear to act on the maturation of all three E. coli H 2 ases, the products of hypA and hypC would be involved only in the maturation of H 2 ase 3 [173] . However, genes homologous to E. coli hypA and hypC are present in other organisms (Table 1) . In Helicobacter pylori, which contains a membrane-bound uptake H 2 ase coupled to a cytochrome-dependent respiratory chain, mutations of the hypA or hypB genes a¡ect both hydrogenase and urease activities. The deleterious e¡ects of these mutations can partially be overcome by adding nickel to the culture medium [132, 200] .
Additional genes (not shown in Table 1 ) are required for the transport of Ni ions necessary for Ni-containing enzymes [201] . The Ni 2 transporters actively studied in connection with H 2 ase biosynthesis are the Nik system of E. coli and the high a¤nity Ni 2 -speci¢c permease encoded by hoxN of R. eutropha (reviewed in [202] ).
Biosynthesis of [Fe] active sites
No accessory genes involved in the biosynthesis of [Fe]-H 2 ases have been formally identi¢ed yet. The main di¤-culty is that, unlike in the case of most [NiFe]-H 2 ases, the [Fe]-H 2 ase-encoding operons consist of structural genes only. A recently discovered exception occurs in the genome of Thermotoga maritima [203] , where the genes encoding the trimeric H 2 ase [204] are part of an operon including eight open reading frames (ORFs, Section 6). However, the roles of these additional genes remain to be elucidated. Biochemical ases do not require the numerous genes committed to Ni transport, transfer, and insertion. Neither do they undergo C-terminal cleavage of their catalytic subunit, except for some periplasmic enzymes. The latter process has been evidenced in Desulfovibrio desulfuricans [35, 205] and may be associated with periplasmic export (see Section 3.6) rather than assembly of the catalytic metal site [35] . Thus, despite their unique requirement for a dithiolate bridging ligand [35] 
Biosynthesis of Fe^S clusters
Pioneering studies have been carried out on the gene products involved in nitrogenase biosynthesis, which have proved to be of general relevance to Fe^S proteins ( [206] , [32] and references therein). While up to 10 proteins may be required, the best known ones are the NifU-like and NifS-like proteins, which are involved in Fe(S) and sul¢de mobilization, respectively [32, 207] . The subcellular localization of these processes in eukarya is currently the focus of active research [207, 208] . It is likely, but not demonstrated, that accessory Fe^S centers in H 2 ases are assembled in similar ways. Whether assembly of the catalytic sites of H 2 ases also involves the general Fe^S pathway, together with the speci¢c hyp gene products, remains to be established.
Other accessory genes and regulatory genes
The H 2 ase gene clusters of Proteobacteria contain other genes besides the structural ones and those discussed in Section 3.2 ( [99, 101, 104, 131] or HoxJ [144, 146] ), the other one is an NtrC-like transcription factor (termed HupR [98, 103, 104] or HoxA [127, 128, 139] ). Besides Rhodobacter capsulatus, R. eutropha, B. japonicum and E. coli (Table 1) , the hyperthermophile Aquifex aeolicus also appears to contain such sets of regulatory genes ( [209] and Section 6). HupE is more narrowly distributed (Table 1) and is an homolog of ureJ which encodes a nickel transport protein involved in the assembly of urease [210] . The hupE gene has been identi¢ed in the hup cluster of R. leguminosarum and Rhodobacter sphaeroides (Table 1) and seems also to be located downstream from the hupSL genes of Rubrivivax gelatinosus [211] (formerly Rhodopseudomonas gelatinosa and Rhodocyclus gelatinosus) (GenBank accession X52522, our unpublished results).
Signal peptides and subcellular localization of hydrogenases
The distinction between soluble intracytoplasmic H 2 ases and membrane-bound or periplasmic or organellar H 2 ases is made at the genetic level. The protein to be exported to the periplasm or imported into an organelle is tagged by a signal peptide at the N-terminus of one of the subunits. The [NiFe]-H 2 ases are minimally heterodimers composed of a small and a large subunit, of which the encoding genes follow each other in that order ( Table 1 ). The membrane-targeted H 2 ases are characterized by the presence of a long signal peptide (30^70 amino acid residues) at the N-terminus of the small subunit. This signal peptide contains a conserved RRxFxK motif [20, 21] recognizable by a speci¢c protein translocation pathway known as the membrane targeting and translocation (Mtt) [212] or twinarginine translocation (Tat) [213] pathway, by which the correctly folded and fully active dimer can cross the membrane [214^216]. E. coli H 2 ase 1 [213, 217] and H 2 ase 2 [213,217^219] , as well as the membrane-bound H 2 ases of Wolinella succinogenes [220] and R. eutropha [221] , have been demonstrated to use this so-called hitchhiker model of cotranslocation of the two subunits. This should be true for all the hydrogenases listed in Fig. 1 , since all the organisms of Fig. 1 are expected to contain the tat genes. The R. capsulatus genome indeed contains the tat genes (L.-F. Wu, unpublished results). Thus, the presence of the twin-arginine signature at the N-terminus of the precursor form of the small subunit is an additional characteristic of this family of H 2 ases (Group 1 in our classi¢cation, see Section 4). Some of the H 2 ases having the leader peptide and belonging to this family have not been annotated as such in the databases. The hupS gene from Clostridium acetobutylicum borne on plasmid pSol1 (Table 2) is the only sequence of Group 1 lacking the twin-arginine motif. This may have to do with the fact that in C. acetobutylicum the HupSL H 2 ase is cytoplasmic.
It is inferred that [NiFe]-H 2 ases missing the signal peptide at the N-terminus of the small subunit remain in the soluble cytoplasmic compartment. This has been demonstrated to be the case for the dimeric H 2 -sensing H 2 ases HupUV of R. capsulatus [106] and HoxBC of R. eutropha [152] , and for multimeric bidirectional H 2 ases (see below).
A number of [Fe]-H 2 ases are cytosolic and are therefore devoid of signal sequences. These include enzymes from clostridia, e.g. Clostridium pasteurianum [272] , and Megasphaera elsdenii [273] , as well as the tetrameric NADPreducing H 2 ase from Desulfovibrio fructosovorans [274] . H 2 ases from anaerobic eukaryotes not containing hydro- genosomes, e.g. Entamoeba histolytica, are also cytosolic [275] . On the other hand, in those organisms that contain hydrogenosomes, as in Trichomonas vaginalis, H 2 ases appear to be located in these organelles. For instance, two genes (hydA and hydB) from T. vaginalis encoding two short monomeric (ca. 50 kDa) [Fe]-H 2 ases have been sequenced (see Section 5) and found to include a hydrogenosomal-targeting presequence [276] . Likewise, a gene encoding a 64-kDa monomeric H 2 ase in the same organism displays an alanine-and serine-rich N-terminal extension with the hydrogenosomal-targeting RN motif [277] at positions 14^15 [275] . The [Fe]-H 2 ase-encoding genes from the green algae Scenedesmus obliquus [72] Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, and Chlorella fusca (T. Happe, personal communication ; see Section 5) comprise signal sequences consistent with chloroplastic localization. The N-terminal sequence of these H 2 ases is similar to stroma-targetting transit peptides (rich in basic and hydroxylated residues), and is cleaved by a stromal peptidase at a conserved ValX^A la site [375, 376] . In the case of the dimeric periplasmic [Fe]-H 2 ases, e.g. D. vulgaris, the gene encoding the large subunit precedes the one encoding the small subunit and the latter possesses a tat-type signal sequence [216, 278] (Fig. 1 ). Sequence and 3D structure comparisons have shown that the small subunit of periplasmic [Fe]-H 2 ases is homologous to the C-terminal region of monomeric cytoplasmic H 2 ases, and that the splitting of the gene and introduction of the signal sequence have been concomitant [35] . In these enzymes the large subunit includes a C-terminal extension that is cleaved o¡ post-translationally [42, 205] (see also Section 3.3). Whether this cleavage is connected with export to the periplasm has remained an open question so far.
[NiFe]-hydrogenases
The basic enzyme is a heterodimer
The ¢rst Ni-containing H 2 ases were isolated as KL heterodimers with the large (K) and small (L) subunits having average masses of 60 and 30 kDa, respectively [12, 18, 22, 23, 57] . The X-ray structure of the [NiFe]-H 2 ases from Desulfovibrio gigas [33] and Desulfovibrio vulgaris [37] showed that the two H 2 ase subunits interact very extensively through a large contact surface and form a globular heterodimer. The bimetallic NiFe center of the active site is located in the large subunit and is deeply buried inside the protein. The small subunit contains up to three Fe^S clusters, which conduct electrons between the H 2 -activating center and the physiological electron acceptor or donor of H 2 ase. The [4Fe^4S] cluster that is proximal [211] . s This enzyme has been isolated in a dimeric soluble form [373] . However, the presence of two additional ORF [190] one of which encodes a putative transmembrane protein suggests that this H 2 ase might be tetrameric and membrane-associated in vivo. These remarks are likewise applicable to the MbhS2L2 H 2 ase from A. aeolicus (see Table 6 ).
to the active site is`essential' to H 2 activation in [NiFe]-H 2 ases [33, 57, 279] . Hydrophobic channels expanding through both subunits have been identi¢ed by crystallographic analysis of xenon binding and molecular dynamics simulations of xenon and H 2 di¡usion within the interior of the enzyme [280] . Those channels linking the active site to the surface of the molecule were suggested to facilitate gas access to the active site [279, 280] . Finally, phylogenetic analyses have shown that the two subunits of [NiFe]-H 2 ases have evolved conjointly (see Section 7.1)
[NiFe]-H 2 ases are encoded by multicistronic operons also comprising genes encoding polypeptides involved in electron transfer, but the basic structural unit is the KL heterodimer. The original nomenclature of this KL catalytic unit as identi¢ed in Archaea and Bacteria is given in Table 2 . In order to eliminate confusing designations and be more consistent with amino acid sequence similarities and phylogenetic relationships (see Sections 7 and 8), new names are proposed in Table 3 for some of the genes listed in Table 2 [258, 281] . However, this appears not to be a physiological reaction as both enzymes are repressed when cells are grown in the presence of sulfur [374] . In addition, these enzymes are likely to be regulated by other metabolites (M.W.W. Adams, personal communication), so the Shy name is confusing and out of date. It is therefore proposed to rename Hyh (`h' for hyperthermophile) the enzymes formerly known as Shy (Table 3 ).
Biodiversity of [NiFe]-H 2 ases
In their review, Wu and Mandrand [21] [258, 259, 281] .
Sequence alignments of large subunits of [NiFe]-H 2 ases reveal two very conserved regions surrounding the two pairs of cysteine ligands of the NiFe site, near the Nand C-terminus of the sequence [18, 20, 21] . These L1 and Table 2 for references.
L2 patterns [282] have been retrieved and aligned for all of the sequences now available. These patterns de¢ne groups of [NiFe]-H 2 ases (Fig. 2 ) which are in very good agreement with the groups derived from cellular functions (Section 3) and full sequence alignments (Section 7). In most cases the L2 signature ends at a histidine residue which is the endopeptidase cleavage site at the C-terminus of the large subunit. A typical feature of Group 4 H 2 ases is that, as in HycE [187] , there is an arginine residue at the position of the conserved histidine (Fig. 2) . (Table 1 ), e.g. to fumarate or inorganic oxidants in W. succinogenes [271] or to oxygen in R. eutropha [141] . Electron transfer in the respiratory chain is coupled to vectorial proton translocation across the membrane with the establishment of an electrochemical proton gradient (vW H ) as a means of energy recovery [284^287] .
The third subunit (cytochrome b) is not merely a redox carrier but also an anchor for the binding of the uptake hydrogenase to the membrane. Directed by the signal peptide present at the N-terminus of the small subunit, which contains the conserved^RRxFxK^motif (twin-arginine element, Fig. 1 ), the completely folded KL heterodimer is translocated through the cytoplasmic membrane by the Mtt/Tat translocation pathway (cf. Section 3.6). It remains attached to the periplasmic side of the membrane by the (Fig. 6) were aligned using Clustal W [283] . The sequences including the cysteine residues liganding the Ni atom in the large subunit form the so-called L1 and L2 signatures [282] . The sequences which shared less than 20% identity with the other members of the group or were incomplete or too short (e.g. D. dehalogenans HydL) were excluded from the pattern determination (Section 7.1). Brackets include the residues occurring at a single position in the set of sequences. X was used when more than three di¡erent residues were found. cytochrome b anchor protein (HupC/HoxZ/HupZ/HyaC in Table 1 ) and a C-terminal hydrophobic extension of the small subunit [95, 141, 287] . Thus, the oxidation of H 2 results in a release of protons in the periplasmic compartment of Gram-negative bacteria. The integral membrane cytochrome b (third subunit) was also shown to be necessary for growth on H 2 of R. capsulatus cells [95] and for full heterodimer-catalyzed H 2 oxidation in A. vinelandii [163] .
In nitrogen-¢xing bacteria, uptake [NiFe]-H 2 ases are induced when nitrogenase is synthesized and produces molecular hydrogen (an intrinsic property of nitrogenase). By recycling the hydrogen produced by nitrogenase, H 2 ase recoups energy which otherwise would be lost by the cell. This reaction was observed more than 20 years ago in A. chroococcum [90] , in R. capsulatus [5] and in cyanobacteria [88, 89] . Uptake [NiFe]-H 2 ases are induced together with nitrogenase in Proteobacteria (e.g. in R. leguminosarum [116] , in T. roseopersicina [189] , in R. capsulatus [289] ) and in cyanobacteria (e.g. in Nostoc [253, 290] and in Anabaena variabilis [291] ). The control is exerted at the transcriptional level [116, 253, 289] . In R. leguminosarum, both the H 2 ase-and nitrogenase-encoding genes are controlled by the nitrogen ¢xation regulatory protein NifA [116] . In R. capsulatus, the global RegB/RegA regulatory system, which responds to the redox status of the cell, controls the transcription of the hydrogenase hupSL genes and the regulatory nifA gene [289] . R. capsulatus also uses an additional regulatory system involving the speci¢c H 2 -sensing HupUV hydrogenase to regulate the synthesis of the respiratory HupSL H 2 ase (see below).
These membrane-bound uptake [NiFe]-H 2 ases are trimeric respiratory enzymes; they typically transfer electrons from H 2 to the quinone pool of electron transport chains via a b-type cytochrome and are linked to a chemiosmotic mechanism for energy conservation. [12] . Several Desulfovibrio species contain periplasmic low-potential c-type cytochromes, in particular the most abundant tetraheme cytochrome c 3 , and a high-molecular mass cytochrome with 16 c-type hemes (HmcA). The latter is part of the transmembrane Hmc complex that comprises four integral membrane proteins containing Fe^S clusters or b-type heme. Cytochrome c 3 was suggested to be the redox partner of periplasmic H 2 ases [292] and to mediate reduction of exogenous metallic cations [293] . The Hmc complex was proposed to catalyze electron transfer linking periplasmic H 2 oxidation to the cytoplasmic sulfate reduction pathway [294] . Complexes between c-type cytochromes and periplasmic Desulfovibrio H 2 ases have been isolated [295, 296] . Studies of electron transfer between hydrogenases and mono-and multiheme cytochromes in Desulfovibrio species [297] , including Desulfomicrobium norvegicum [296] , have shown that catalytic amounts of cytochrome c 3 increase the rate of electron transfer from [Fe]-or [NiFe]-H 2 ases to HmcA. It has been proposed that the shuttling of electrons by cytochrome c 3 from H 2 ases to various other polyheme cytochromes (Hmc, a nine-heme cytochrome c, a new member of the Hmc family [298] , and an octaheme cytochrome c 3 ) is a general mechanism in Desulfovibrio species [296, 297] . However, a cytochrome c 3 mutant of D. desulfuricans strain G20 was impaired in the oxidation of pyruvate by sulfate but could grow normally on H 2 and sulfate [299] . The use of a mutant deleted in the hmc operon has recently demonstrated the importance of the Hmc complex in electron transport from hydrogen to sulfate in D. vulgaris subsp. vulgaris Hildenborough [300] . However, Hmc does not appear to be the only complex capable of coupling electron transport to proton pumping since the cell yield per mol of sulfate reduced was similar for the wild-type strain and for the Hmc 3 mutant [300] . A complementary mode of energy conservation might consist in cycling hydrogen between a cytoplasmic H 2 -evolving H 2 ase and a periplasmic H 2 -consuming H 2 ase, thus leading to the build up of a proton-motive force [11, 91] .
In Desulfovibrio, periplasmic H 2 ases transfer electrons from H 2 to low-potential c-type cytochromes. H 2 oxidation by these H 2 ases establishes a proton gradient across the membrane for energy conservation but all the redox partners involved have not yet been identi¢ed. 4.2.1.3. Membrane-bound archaeal uptake hydrogenases. Group 1 also includes archaeal enzymes with tatcontaining signal peptide. For the reduction of CO 2 to methane, the membrane-bound hydrogenase VhoGA of the methanogenic archeon Methanosarcina mazei Go « 1 transfers electrons from H 2 to a cytochrome b (encoded by vhoC); the electrons are then channeled through methanophenazine to heterodisul¢de reductase. The latter reduces the CoenzymeM^S^S^CoenzymeB heterodisul¢de. CoenzymeB^SH is the reductant for the formation of methane from methyl^S^CoM. This electron transfer system, called H 2 : heterodisul¢de oxidoreductase, is coupled to the creation of a proton-motive force [288] , an energyconserving system analogous to the respiration-linked oxidative phosphorylation occurring in Proteobacteria of Group 1.
Cytoplasmic heterodimeric[NiFe]-hydrogenases
(Group 2) These [NiFe]-H 2 ases include the cyanobacterial uptake H 2 ases (Group 2a) and the cytoplasmic soluble H 2 ases involved in H 2 sensing (Group 2b). They all lack the membrane-targeting signal peptide at the N-terminus of the small subunit (see Section 3.6).
H 2 -uptake hydrogenases of cyanobacteria (Group 2a).
Uptake HupSL H 2 ases have been found in all N 2 -¢xing unicellular and ¢lamentous cyanobacteria examined so far [3, 4, 25, 27] . The hupSL genes of Nostoc and Anabaena are induced under N 2 -¢xing conditions [224, 225, 254, 291] and in Anabaena sp. strain PCC7120 are expressed only in N 2 -¢xing heterocysts [224] . In Nostoc muscorum, hupSL transcription is followed by the appearance of an in vivo light-dependent H 2 uptake activity [253] . Mutational analyses have shown that the HupSL uptake H 2 ase of A. variabilis reoxidizes at high rate the hydrogen produced by nitrogenase [225] .
The sequences of cyanobacterial hupSL genes are highly conserved ( s 90% identity) and therefore the L1 and L2 signatures for Group 2a include only totally conserved residues (Fig. 2) . They are nevertheless provided in Fig.  2 to point out the di¡erences with the enzymes of Group 2b. In particular, a histidine residue present at the end of L1 in uptake H 2 ases (Group 2a) is replaced by a glutamine residue in H 2 -sensing H 2 ases (Group 2b). Although they ful¢l the same function as other uptake H 2 ases of Group 1, the enzymes of Group 2a appear to be more closely related to the H 2 -sensing H 2 ases of Group 2b. They also di¡er from the enzymes of Group 1 by deletions throughout the sequences of the hupL genes. The deletions occurring in the genes of Group 2a are also present in the genes of Group 2b. The latter display additional deletions that make them even shorter. The enzymes of both Group 2a and Group 2b are characterized by the absence of a signal peptide at the N-terminus of the small subunit, in keeping with their cytoplasmic localization. It is commonly accepted that cyanobacterial uptake H 2 ases are bound to a membrane. They are probably localized on the cytoplasmic side of the cytoplasmic membrane or of the thylakoid membrane [25, 27] .
H 2 -signaling hydrogenases (Group 2b)
. The H 2 -sensing H 2 ases have been shown in B. japonicum [122] , R. capsulatus [100] and R. eutropha [144] to be involved in H 2 ase gene regulation in response to H 2 , together with other regulatory proteins expressed from the H 2 ase gene clusters (Table 1 ). Molecular hydrogen is detected by the H 2 -sensing HupUV/HoxBC H 2 ase which transduces the signal to a histidine kinase (HupT/HoxJ) [99, 101, 131, 146] which, together with a response regulator (HupR/HoxA) [103, 104, 127, 150, 151] forms a two-component regulatory system required for induction by H 2 . The peculiarity of this system is that the response regulator (transcription factor) activates hupSL/hoxKG gene transcription in the non-phosphorylated form [104, 131, 146] . Thus the histidine kinase exerts a negative control in the absence of H 2 [99, 101, 131, 146] , and the response regulator exerts a positive control in the presence of H 2 [103, 104, 127, 150, 151] . They act as antagonistic partners of a two-component H 2 ase-synthesis regulatory system.
In the aerobic bacteria R. eutropha and B. japonicum, the HoxBC/HupUV H 2 sensor is necessary for the synthesis of uptake H 2 ase. Deletions in hoxB or hoxC of R. eutropha [146] or inactivation of hupUV in B. japonicum [122] prevent H 2 ase synthesis. In the presence of H 2 , the H 2 -sensing H 2 ase (HoxBC) releases the negative e¡ect of HoxJ [146] , possibly by preventing HoxJ phosphorylation and hence allowing the response regulator (HoxA) to remain non-phosphorylated and active. In the facultative anaerobic bacterium R. capsulatus, deletion of the hupUV genes leads to constitutively increased hupSL gene expression [100] , which indicates that the HupUV H 2 sensor, besides HupT, exerts a negative control on H 2 ase gene expression in absence of H 2 . Under these conditions, the R. capsulatus H 2 sensor appears to promote autophosphorylation of the histidine kinase HupT and consequently the inactivation of HupR by phosphorylation. In the presence of H 2 , in all three bacteria the response regulator (HupR/HoxA) remains in the non-phosphorylated active form and activates hupSL/hoxKG gene transcription [104, 131, 146] . The above-mentioned dissimilarities in the functioning of the H 2 sensors may re£ect di¡erences in interactions with the cognate histidine kinases. The mechanism of transcription activation may also di¡er since in R. capsulatus HupR binds to a c 70 -dependent promoter [104] while in R. eutropha HoxA binds to a c 54 -dependent promoter [150] . The H 2 -sensing H 2 ases (Group 2b) are characterized by speci¢c sequence features. The small subunit of these H 2 -sensing HupUV/HoxBC regulatory H 2 ases lacks the signal peptide for export across the membrane [122, 100, 144] (see Section 3.6) and the C-terminal hydrophobic motif [100] capable of anchoring the protein to the membrane [21, 141, 153, 287] . Accordingly, the regulatory H 2 ase is located in the cytoplasm [106, 152] . The large subunit (HupV/HoxC) is characterized by an L1 motif ending by a glutamine instead of a histidine (Fig. 2) . It lacks the Cterminal extension which is cleaved after Ni insertion (and thus ends at the last His residue of the L2 motif), but nevertheless contains a NiFe bimetallic center with the CO and CN ligands [47, 152, 301] . The hypF gene product is required for the formation of the CO and CN ligands [194] . The lack of HupSL H 2 ase activity and of HupUV H 2 ase activity in HypF-minus mutants of R. capsulatus [105] suggests that HypF has a function in R. capsulatus similar to that in E. coli. The R. capsulatus HypF 3 mutants are hence relieved from the negative control exerted by HupUV on hupSL gene expression (the expression of a hupS: :lacZ gene fusion was increased in the HypF 3 mutants and independent from H 2 ) [96, 105] . These results were reported in an article [105] of which the title has unfortunately been misinterpreted. This has resulted in the erroneous annotation of HypF as a transcription factor in several genome sequences (Table 4) . It is stressed here that HypF is not a transcription factor but may contribute to the transcriptional control of hydrogenase biosynthesis by acting on H 2 -sensors of the HupUVtype.
In keeping with its regulatory function, the speci¢c activity of this regulatory HupUV H 2 ase is very low. It is insensitive to pH, as measured by the hydrogen^deuterium (H/D) exchange reaction. These results would suggest a restricted access of the protons to the active site [106] . It has also been observed that the H/D exchange reaction catalyzed by HupUV is not inhibited by oxygen or acetylene, in contrast with the HupSL-catalyzed H/D exchange reaction. This indicates that gas access to the NiFe center of HupUV may be restricted as well [106] .
The putative H 2 ase 3 (MbhS3L3) from A. aeolicus [209] . Methanogenic archaea are strictly anaerobic organisms. They can be divided into two major groups on the basis of the substrates utilized: the hydrogenotrophic methanogens, which use only H 2 +CO 2 or formate as substrates and the methylotrophic methanogens of the order Methanosarcinales, which utilize simple C1 components such as methanol and methylamines (some can also grow on H 2 +CO 2 or acetate). The major di¡erence between the two groups is that the former organisms do not contain cytochromes (cf. [302] for a review). The reduction of CO 2 to methane involves a central cytosolic electron carrier known as cofactor 420 (F 420 , 8-hydroxy-5-deaza£avin) [80] . The H 2 ases from methanogens that are able to reduce F 420 are encoded by the frh, frc or fru genes. Those that do not reduce F 420 can instead deliver electrons to arti¢cial acceptors such as viologens, hence the mvh, vhu and vhc names ( Table 2) .
In Methanosarcinales, reducing equivalents are provided by membrane-bound electron transport systems using H 2 or F 420 H 2 as electron donors. Electron transfer involves H 2 ases, b-type cytochromes and F 420 H 2 dehydrogenases, and is coupled to proton translocation across the cytoplasmic membrane, which results in the formation of a proton-motive force. The F 420 H 2 dehydrogenase of M. mazei, encoded by the fpo genes, is a redox-driven proton pump functionally, and to some extent structurally, homologous to the proton-translocating NADH:quinone oxidoreductase of respiratory chains ( [303] ; reviewed in [302] ; Section 7.3).
In the hydrogenotrophic methanogen M. voltae growing on formate, F 420 H 2 generated by formate dehydrogenase is the only electron source for the reduction of CO 2 . Brodersen et al. [247] have recently demonstrated that in M. voltae, F 420 H 2 oxidation is catalyzed by a membrane-associated H 2 ase practically identical to the selenium-containing F 420 -reducing H 2 ase encoded by the fruADGB operon [245, 246] . A distinct F 420 H 2 dehydrogenase similar to the one present in methylotrophic methanogens was not found. Genes capable of encoding a F 420 H 2 dehydrogenase appear to be absent in Methanococcus jannaschii, a closely related organism [247] . The F 420 -reducing H 2 ases are trimeric enzymes. The fruADGB operon encodes the large (FruA) and the small (FruG) subunit of the basic catalytic unit. The FruB subunit is only found in these H 2 ases, it probably binds F 420 . The product of fruD is a protease [246] .
Tetrameric bifunctional hydrogenases of hyperthermophiles (Group 3b).
The cytoplasmic H 2 ase of the anaerobic hyperthermophilic archaeon P. furiosus was initially found to have sulfur reductase activity [281] . Both S o and polysul¢de could serve as substrates for H 2 S production. The S o -reducing and the H 2 -oxidizing activities showed di¡erent responses to pH, temperature and inhibitors. This bifunctional enzyme able to dispose of the excess reductant generated during fermentation, using either polysul¢des or protons as electron acceptors, was therefore called`sulfhydrogenase' [258, 281] . Cytoplasmic H 2 ases from other fermentative, S o -reducing hyperthermophiles such as the archaeon Thermococcus litoralis, the bacterium T. maritima, were also found to be able to reduce S o to H 2 S [281] . It was then suggested by Ma et al. [281] that all such H 2 ases could share that ability. The physiological electron donor to P. furiosus sulfhydrogenase is NADPH [304] .
It is remarkable that the enzymes of Group 3b are all from hyperthermophiles, i.e. organisms able to grow optimally above 80³C [16, 377] .
The enzymes of Group 3b are tetrameric. Their K and N subunits constitute the dimeric [NiFe]-H 2 ase moiety. The two other subunits (L and Q) are also well conserved. The enzyme from P. furiosus can indeed reduce S o in vitro [259, 281] but appears to be repressed in cells grown in the presence of sulfur [374] . It is now likely that metabolites other than sulfur can regulate this H 2 ase (M.W.W. Adams, personal communication). In view of the fact that the regulations of this type of enzyme are still under investigation, it is preferable to use names unrelated to function. It is therefore proposed to replace the name Shy by the more general term Hyh (`h' for hyperthermophile, suggestion of M.W.W. Adams), with L and S for the large and small subunits, for the homogeneous Group 3b of archeal enzymes (Table 3 , Fig. 6 ).
The methyl viologen-reducing hydrogenases (Group 3c).
Nothing is known presently on the function of these H 2 ases that are merely characterized by their ability to reduce methyl viologen. [133] . Genes encoding a homologous NAD-reducing H 2 ase have been isolated from Rhodococcus opacus (formerly Nocardia opaca) [262] . Site-directed mutagenesis and in vitro reconstitution of subforms showed that the two moieties can function independently and that the diaphorase part contributes to the stabilization of the R. eutropha enzyme [145] . Cyanobacteria contain two types of H 2 ases [3, 4] , an uptake H 2 ase induced under N 2 -¢xing conditions and a reversible or bidirectional H 2 ase able to either produce or oxidize H 2 . The latter is believed to be constitutively synthesized [306, 307] and hence present in N 2 -¢xing and non-N 2 -¢xing cyanobacteria. The hoxFUYH genes, encoding the bidirectional H 2 ase in the ¢lamentous heterocystous A. variabilis, were isolated and sequenced in 1995 [226] . Similar genes were identi¢ed in the unicellular cyanobacteria Synechocystis sp. strain PCC 6803 [268] and Anacystis nidulans ( = Synechococcus PCC 6301) [266, 308] . Very recently an hoxH gene has also been detected in Chroococcidiopsis thermalis CALU 758 [309] . The gene products are homologous to the soluble NAD-linked H 2 ase of R. eutropha.
The bidirectional NAD-linked hydrogenases (Group 3d
In cyanobacteria, the bidirectional H 2 ase catalyzes H 2 uptake in a strongly light-stimulated way. The enzyme of the unicellular A. nidulans seems to be associated with the cytoplasmic membrane [306] whereas in A. variabilis an association with the thylakoid region was reported [307] . Since the respiratory Complex I of cyanobacteria lacks the subunits homologous to the diaphorase moiety of the bidirectional H 2 ase, it was suggested that the bidirectional H 2 ase could be linked to Complex I [25, 267, 268, 310] . However, a survey of H 2 ase distribution in cyanobacteria showed that the bidirectional enzyme is absent in a signi¢-cant set of strains [311, 312] . This dismisses the hypothesis of a common use of the diaphorase subunits by the bidirectional H 2 ase and Complex I in cyanobacteria [312, 313] . Appel et al. [314] have shown recently that the bidirectional H 2 ase of Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 works as an electron valve for the disposal of low-potential electrons generated at the onset of illumination. Indeed, an hoxH mutant was impaired in the oxidation of photosystem I (PS I) upon illumination exciting either PS I alone or both photosystems. Isolation of membranes from Synechocystis revealed an association of the H 2 ase large subunit with the thylakoid membrane [314] . If the bidirectional H 2 ase depends on photosynthesis, then there would be no need for such an enzyme in symbiotic cyanobacteria like Nostoc punctiforme (Nostoc sp. PCC 73102) [312] , which live in association with roots [315] . The eight genes encoding formate^hydrogen lyase belong to the hyc operon. The catalytic H 2 ase subunits (Hyc-GE) are extrinsic membrane proteins (cytoplasmic), while the other subunits are intrinsic membrane proteins that function as membrane anchors and electron carriers between formate dehydrogenase and H 2 ase 3. The products of ¢ve of the hyc genes share similarities with subunits of NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase (Complex I, see Section 7.3). The large H 2 ase subunit, HycE, and the NuoD subunit of Complex I have several sequence motifs in common. The N-terminal part (ca. 170 residues) of the small subunit HycG is homologous to NuoB, while HycF and HycC are homologous to NuoI and NuoL, respectively (Section 7.3).
In 1997, Andrews et al. [237] reported on the occurrence in E. coli of a 12-gene operon, hyf, capable of encoding a putative ten-subunit H 2 ase complex (hydrogenase four or Hyf), homologous to H 2 ase 3. Two gene products of the hyf operon, HyfC and HyfF, are related to two transmembrane subunits of Complex I, NuoH (ND1) and NuoL (ND5), respectively. These subunits have a crucial role in proton translocation and energy coupling in Complex I (Section 7.3). The authors proposed that Hyf, in conjunction with Fdh-H, forms a respiration-linked proton translocating FHL pathway (FHL-2), which di¡ers from the non-energy transducing hyc-encoded FHL [237] .
Another member of Group 4 is the CO-induced H 2 ase of Rhodospirillum rubrum, which is encoded by the cooLH genes [264, 265] . This enzyme is a component of the COoxidizing system that allows R. rubrum to grow in a COdependent manner in the dark. CO dehydrogenase together with CooLH H 2 ase catalyze oxidation of CO to CO 2 with H 2 production. The CO oxidation/H 2 evolution enzyme complex is membrane bound. As R. rubrum can use CO as the sole energy source, the oxidation of CO must be coupled to energy conservation. Since CO dehydrogenase is a peripheral membrane protein, the CooLH H 2 ase has been proposed to be the energy coupling site [264, 265] [243] , then in the hyperthermophilic archeon P. furiosus [256, 257] . They are hexameric enzymes and function under strict anaerobic conditions.
The Ech H 2 ase from M. barkeri is encoded by the echABCDEF operon [59] . It has been puri¢ed from acetate-grown cells, and has been proposed to oxidize the carbonyl group of acetate to form CO 2 and H 2 [59, 360] .
M. thermoautotrophicum is a methanogenic archaeon that can only grow on CO 2 /H 2 as carbon and energy source [81, 85] . Besides F 420 -reducing and F 420 -non-reducing H 2 ases (Table 2) , this organism contains two gene groups designated`energy converting H 2 ase A' (eha) and energy converting H 2 ase B' (ehb), which encode putative multisubunit membrane-bound H 2 ases similar to the above-mentioned H 2 ases of Group 4 [243] .
The anaerobic archaeon P. furiosus is an obligate organotroph of which the fermentative metabolism produces mainly acetate, H 2 and CO 2 . This organism contains two cytoplasmic H 2 -evolving H 2 ases (I and II) [258, 259] and was recently shown to contain a membrane-bound H 2 ase. The genes proposed to encode the small (mbh10/mbhJ) and the large (mbh12/mbhL) H 2 ase subunits belong to a putative 14-gene operon (termed mbh, either mbh1-14 [256] or mbhA-N [257]). Besides the catalytic H 2 ase subunits, the operon can encode four proteins that resemble products of the ech operon from M. barkeri [59, 360] , the coo operon from R. rubrum [264] , the hyc [176] and the hyf [237] operons from E. coli, and share similarities with subunits of Complex I [256, 257] . The P. furiosus genome contains another putative operon, mbhxABCDFGHHPMJKLN, encoding a multisubunit transmembrane complex homologous to the mbh operon [257] . The MbhJL H 2 ase catalyzes H 2 evolution rather than H 2 uptake (the ratio of H 2 evolution to H 2 uptake is 250:1 at pH 7.4) in a DCCD-sensitive reaction [257] . The MbhM subunit is similar to NuoH/ND1 and has been proposed to hold the DCCD-binding site [257] . The last ORF of the operon (mbh14/mbhN) encodes a 2[4Fe^4S] protein which may be involved in electron transfer to and from the H 2 ase [256, 257] .
The sequence features of Group 4 H 2 ases have been summarized by Tersteegen and Hedderich [243] . The H 2 ase small subunit of this group of enzymes is considerably smaller than that of other [NiFe]-H 2 ases (Fig. 2) [187] . Arginine is present at this position even when the C-terminal peptide is missing, as in EchE of M. barkeri [59] or in CooH of R. rubrum [265] (Fig. 2) . These multimeric membrane-bound H 2 ase complexes are remarkable by their similarities with subunits of Complex I and in particular with transmembrane subunits involved in proton pumping and energy coupling (Section 7.3). These membrane-bound H 2 ases appear to be able to couple the oxidation of a carbonyl group (originating from formate, acetate or carbon monoxide) with the reduction of protons to H 2 . This results in energy recovery by the creation of a proton-motive force across the membrane. The acronym Ech, which was initially meant for E. coli H 2 ase 3-type [59] , may thus be accepted with the more general meaning of`energy-converting hydrogenase' (R. Thauer, personal communication). [14, 34, 35] ), they most often comprise additional domains which accommodate Fe^S clusters and which may altogether consist of more than 800 residues (Fig. 3) .
[Fe]-hydrogenases
The H-cluster domain
The ¢rst [Fe]-H 2 ase sequences [272, 278, 320] revealed modular structures composed of previously known domains and of a unique and very conserved C-terminal domain. The latter was therefore assumed to contain the H-cluster, and was subsequently found to be present in all [Fe]-H 2 ase sequences ( [72, 273] and references therein). 3D structures have con¢rmed the modular structure of [Fe]-H 2 ases, and revealed the unique protein fold of the Hcluster domain, its high conservation, and its unprecedented metal cluster. The latter consists of a binuclear iron site bound to a [4Fe^4S] cluster by a bridging cysteine [34, 35] . Totally conserved amino acids include the four cysteine ligands of the active site, a few residues lining the active site cavity, as well as those suspected to be involved in the H 2 and H channels connecting the buried active site to the surface of the protein [35, 42] . Sequence alignments show that the most conserved parts of the Hcluster domains are three segments encompassing the four cysteine ligands of the metal site (Fig. 4) . The smallest [Fe]-H 2 ases (ca. 45^48 kDa) have been found in green algae [66, 67] . The recently disclosed sequences of the enzymes from S. obliquus [72] , C. reinhardtii, and C. fusca (Table 5) consist of an H-cluster domain only. According to the available structural models [34, 35] , the absence of accessory domains would signi¢cantly reduce the distance from the H-cluster to the protein surface. However, the C. reinhardtii sequence includes an insertion which is absent 6 a It is suggested that all catalytic subunits be named hydA, with numbers in addition for multiple copies in the same organism. hydB genes encode the small subunits of dimeric enzymes. The hnd denomination, which has been introduced for the NADP-dependent H 2 ase from D. fructosovorans [274] , is proposed to be applied to all NAD(P)(H)-dependent enzymes (see Section 8) . b Number of encoded amino acid residues in precursor. p: putative protein. *C-terminal processing results in the removal of 24 residues [35, 205] . **N-terminal processing. c Deduced from operon sequence or protein characterization. d Deduced from signal sequences or biochemical studies. C: cytoplasm ; P: periplasm; H: hydrogenosome ; CHL: chloroplast. e Unpublished sequences retrieved from the Sanger Institute web site (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/C_di¤cile) using the TBLASTN [341] program with H-domain sequences as baits. f Although an entry corresponding to this sequence (AF148212) has been annotated as`partial', the translated protein sequence possesses all the features of a full-length clostridial H 2 ase sequence. The only signi¢cant discrepancy is the presence of a`SCSPGW' segment instead of the consensus`SCCPGW' in the L1Fe signature (Fig. 4) . This would result in the replacement of one of the cysteine ligands of the H-cluster by a serine. g Unpublished sequence. Reported in [35] to be identical to the amino acid sequence of D. vulgaris H 2 ase [278] . h The signal sequence is N-terminal to the small subunit. The gene encoding the latter (hydB) follows the gene encoding the large subunit (hydA). i These genes were initially named according to their ordering in the operon, thus the catalytic subunit was HndD [274] . Using HndA instead would result in a consistent notation for all [Fe]-H 2 ases (see Section 8) . j This putative gene (locus name TM1421 in [203] ) would encode a [Fe]-H 2 ase with large deletions in the H-domain (see Fig. 5 and Section 6). [72] . p The sequence in entry AAG31036 [275] seems to be a truncated version (nine N-terminal residues missing or uncertain) of this one. q Many sequences of this type have been found in the genomes of aerobic eukaryotes. Only a selection is given here. Some may be truncated. The full length ones consist of the 2[4Fe^4S] and H-cluster domains (see [275, 325] [34] . A recently sequenced gene from T. vaginalis [275] encodes a clostridial-type monomeric H 2 ase of 64 kDa [329] . The catalytic subunit of the tetrameric NADP-reducing H 2 ase from D. fructosovorans also has the same size and domain composition as clostridial H 2 ases [274] . A further increase in size is observed in the catalytic subunit (73 kDa, Fig. 3 ) of the trimeric T. maritima H 2 ase [204] : it is clostridiallike, but has a C-terminal extension homologous to the NuoE subunit of NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductases (Complex I, see Section 7.3) and bacterial thioredoxin-like [2Fe^2S] ferredoxins [328, 330] . The largest catalytic subunit known so far (ca. 130 kDa) is the putative monomeric H 2 ase from the anaerobic eukaryote Nyctotherus ovalis [322] : it possesses all the domains present in the T. maritima enzyme, and yet an additional C-terminal domain homologous to the NuoF subunit of Complex I (Fig. 3) .
Additional subunits
As mentioned above (Section 3.6), the small subunit of the dimeric [Fe]-H 2 ases is a counterpart of the C-terminus of the monomeric enzymes, with regard to sequence as well as structure; it contains no prosthetic groups and embraces the large subunit in a circular fashion [35] . The small subunit also carries the signal sequence allowing export of the whole enzyme to the bacterial periplasm in members of the genus Desulfovibrio [216, 278] .
The tetrameric HndABCD H 2 ase from D. fructosovorans [274] and the trimeric HydABC H 2 ase from T. maritima [204] are closely related [204] . The catalytic subunits are in both cases encoded by the last (in the order of appearance in the operons) of the structural genes (hndD and hydA, respectively) and have been described above (Section 5.1 and Fig. 3 ). The ¢rst of the structural genes (hndA and hydC, respectively) encode the smallest subunits Table 5 ) are from S. obliquus [72] , M. elsdenii [273] , C. pasteurianum [272] , D. fructosovorans [274] , T. maritima [204] , N. ovalis [322] . The domains are inferred from comparisons of sequences and structures [34, 35] [204, 322] . The masses (in kDa) are given below each subunit. The catalytic subunits of the dimeric periplasmic enzymes from the genus Desulfovibrio (Table 5 ) are similar to the one from M. elsdenii. Numbers inside the symbols of H 2 ases 4 and 5 indicate the order of the encoding genes in the operon. Subunit 2 of T. maritima H 2 ase is homologous to a fusion of subunits 2 and 3 of D. fructosovorans H 2 ase (Section 5.2). H 2 ases 1, 2 and 3 interact with ferredoxins, £avodoxins or low-potential cytochromes. H 2 ases 4 and 5 interact with NAD(P), presumably through the NuoE-and NuoF-like domains. Due to the presence of these latter domains in the H 2 ase from N. ovalis, it is also presumed to implement NAD(P) as a redox partner (Section 5.3). Thus, H 2 ases 4, 5 and 6 are of the`Hnd' subgroup (Section 8).
sanger.ac.uk/Projects/C_di¤cile). This putative H 2 ase is most similar to that of T. maritima, and its second subunit also resembles a fusion of the HndB and HndC subunits of D. fructosovorans (our unpublished observations). Because of these similarities, we propose the designation Hnd for all these hydrogenases (Section 8 and Table 5 ), which are remarkable by the extensive similarities of their accessory subunits with subunits of Complex I (Section 7.3) . The number and patterns of cysteine residues in Hndtype H 2 ases suggest unusually high numbers of Fe^S clusters. For instance, the trimeric T. maritima H 2 ase may contain, according to its sequence, altogether four [2Fe2 S] and six [4Fe^4S] clusters in addition to the H-cluster. This inference is well supported by the published analytical and spectroscopic data [204] . The T. maritima H 2 ase also stands out by its containing one NuoE-like, or thioredoxin-like [2Fe^2S] domain [328, 330] in each of its three subunits [204] .
Redox partners of [Fe]-H 2 ases
In keeping with their occurrence in very diverse organisms endowed with a wide range of metabolic capabilities, [Fe]-H 2 ases are very versatile with respect to electron donors and acceptors.
Clostridial H 2 ases are reduced in vivo by a 2[4Fe^4S] ferredoxin under iron replete conditions, but under iron starvation they use £avodoxin which the cells synthesize as a substitute of the iron demanding ferredoxin [331] . In vitro, clostridial H 2 ases can use a variety of oxidants or reductants [332] . Many investigations ( [332] and references therein), a number of which were aimed at the development of biological H 2 production [333, 334] , have demonstrated that [2Fe^2S] plant-type ferredoxins are very e¤-cient electron donors to clostridial H 2 ases. Kinetic studies implementing site-directed variants of the C. pasteurianum 2[4Fe^4S] ferredoxin have indicated that electrostatic forces play only a minor role, if any, in the interactions of this electron carrier with H 2 ase [335] . Further investigations have been stimulated by the availability of a structural model for C. pasteurianum H 2 ase [34] . Indeed, di¡er-ent interaction sites have been proposed for ferredoxin on the basis of charge [40] or surface [336] complementarity, respectively. The three accessory domains (Section 5.1 and Fig. 3) , each of which contains Fe^S sites, o¡er a large and diverse surface which is likely to allow e¤cient interactions with numerous redox partners, including those not indigenous to clostridial cells, e.g. plant-type [2Fe^2S] ferredoxins. It is to be mentioned here that the metabolism of M. elsdenii is closely related to the clostridial one and that this bacterium likewise uses a 2[4Fe^4S] ferredoxin and a £avodoxin as electron carriers ( [273] and references therein). Nonetheless, its H 2 ase di¡ers from the clostridial ones by the absence of the two N-terminal accessory domains ( [273] and Fig. 3) .
The small H 2 ases from the green algae S. obliquus, C. [274] . The phosphoroclastic reaction followed by H 2 evolution is an essential feature of the energy metabolism in many anaerobic eukaryotes [64, 337] . Unlike clostridia, however, these organisms implement a plant-and mammalian-type [2Fe^2S] ferredoxin to transfer electrons from pyruvateferredoxin oxidoreductase (PFO) to H 2 ase [338] . Some anaerobic chytrids have recently been reported to use pyruvate-formate lyase instead of PFO for the oxidation of pyruvate [339] . In this case H 2 ase has been hypothesized to interact with the hydrogenosomal membrane and to be reduced by NADPH [339] .
In summary, [Fe]-H 2 ases are e¤cient users of a wide range of electron donors or acceptors. It has also been shown above (Section 5.1, Fig. 3 ) that they di¡er greatly in size and number of accessory domains. This might suggest that these domains determine the selectivity of the enzymes towards redox partners. Several observations, however, are in contradiction with this inference. For instance, H 2 ases in clostridia and M. elsdenii have di¡erent accessory domains and nevertheless implement similar redox partners [273] . Also, it is well established that [2Fe2 S] plant-type ferredoxins are very e¤cient electron donors to a wide range of H 2 ases having di¡erent sizes and accessory domains [72,332^334] . At present, the only correlation between accessory domains and redox partner speci¢city appears to be the presence of NuoE-and Table 5 . The H 2 ase-like sequences from aerobic eukaryotes, ORF TM1421 from T. maritima, and H 2 ases from C. di¤cile and C. fusca have been excluded. The edges of the three segments have been numbered according to the C. pasteurianum sequence [34, 272] . Cysteine ligands of the H-cluster are starred. Residues in underlined bold lettering are fully conserved. The bold non-underlined residues are conserved in all but one sequence: S298 is T in T. vaginalis HydA3; C300 is S in C. thermocellum; M353 is T in M. elsdenii; A498 is V in S. barkhanus; G507 is A in E. histolytica. Brackets include residues found at that position in the aligned sequences. Underlined residues within brackets occur in more than 80% of the sequences. X indicates that more than four di¡erent residues are found at that position.
NuoF-like domains (Section 7.3) in [Fe]-H 2 ases interacting with NAD(P)(H) [204, 274] .
Putative hydrogenases and hydrogenase-related proteins
A gene from D. vulgaris, hydQ, has been reported to encode a [Fe]-H 2 ase that was deemed putative because of the absence of detectable protein product [320] . It does nevertheless possess all the conserved features of genuine H 2 ases, and has a length comparable to that of the clostridial enzymes [320, 272] (Table 5 ).
An unusual sequence has been uncovered in the genome of T. maritima (ORF #Tm1421, [203] ). This very short ORF (ca. 300 codons) would encode an H domain only, with several deletions. Some of the latter are extensive (up to 40 codons [273] ) but nevertheless involve mostly loops or secondary structure elements that are near the surface of the molecule (Fig. 5) . It should therefore not be ruled out that this gene might encode a stable H 2 ase or H 2 aselike protein. Similar genes are present in C. di¤cile and C. acetobutylicum (Section 6).
The genomes of yeasts and several higher eukaryotes have recently been found to contain sequences homologous to [Fe]-H 2 ases [325] (Table 5 ). These sequences are most similar to those of H 2 ases having an H domain and a 2[4Fe^4S] domain, e.g. M. elsdenii (Section 5.1.2 and Fig.  3 ), but they lack the counterparts of the cysteine ligands of the [4Fe^4S] cluster distal from the H-cluster. Whereas it is unlikely that any of the putative products of these genes will turn out to be endowed with H 2 ase activity, the translated sequences display most of the conserved features known to be essential for the activity of genuine H 2 ases [34, 35] . The product of such a gene from Homo sapiens has been shown to be located in the nucleus and to interact with prelamin A (hence its name Narf) [325] . In view of the sequence similarities it is almost certain that these genes share a common ancestor with [Fe]-H 2 ases (Section 7.2), but the pathways of this evolution and the present function of the gene products remain to be elucidated.
Hydrogenase-related genes in fully sequenced genomes
Well over 40 bacterial and archaeal genomes have been sequenced over the last 6 years (http://www.tigr.org). Hydrogen metabolism plays an important role in several of these organisms, and it is no surprise that their genomes encode a number of H 2 ases or accessory proteins thereof. For those organisms in which H 2 ases had been well characterized genetically and biochemically, genome sequences have provided mainly con¢rmatory information. For instance, the complete genome of E. coli [236] contains the genes encoding the three previously known H 2 ases and their accessory proteins as well as the set of genes encoding the fourth H 2 ase (Hyf) discovered by DNA sequencing [237] .
In contrast, a wealth of information has been extracted from genome sequences of bacteria for which biochemical and genetic data were limited or altogether absent. The genomes of the archaeon Archaeoglobus fulgidus [227] and the bacterium A. aeolicus [209] (Table 6 ) contain several sets of genes encoding putative [NiFe]-H 2 ases. The genome sequence of the bacterium T. maritima [203] has con¢rmed the presence of genes encoding the previously sequenced and biochemically characterized trimeric [Fe]-H 2 ase [204] (Sections 5 and 8 ). However, it shows in addition that these structural genes are part of a putative operon consisting of eight ORFs (Table 7) . This is the ¢rst observation of an [Fe]-H 2 ase-encoding operon including genes other than the structural ones. The T. maritima genome also contains other hnd-like genes that might encode at least one additional [Fe]-H 2 ase (Table 7) related to the trimeric [Fe]-H 2 ase isolated from the same organism [204] and the Hnd enzyme from D. fructosovorans [274] . Clostridial [Fe]-H 2 ases appear to be a very homogeneous group of enzymes. Cloning experiments by classical methods [272,316^318] have so far suggested the presence of a single [Fe]-H 2 ase-encoding gene in each of the investigated species. The only known exception was the isolation of a second [Fe]-H 2 ase from C. pasteurianum [14, 340] . Then, the genome sequence of C. di¤cile, now in the ¢n-ishing stages (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/C_di¤-cile), seems to reveal a far more complex picture. It en- Table 7 ). The model is based on the crystal structure of the [Fe]-H 2 ase from C. pasteurianum [34] , and derived from sequence alignments [273] . The protein fold of the H-cluster domain (residues 210^574) of C. pasteurianum H 2 ase is shown here. The regions corresponding to deletions in the putative H 2 ase from T. maritima [273] are highlighted in a darker shade of gray. Atoms of the Hcluster are represented in space ¢lling (CPK). The molecule is oriented approximately as in ¢gure 1A of [34] . The ¢gure was prepared using the program RASMOL [378] .
codes a putative Hnd-like trimeric enzyme (Sections 5.2 and 8, Table 5 ) similar to the trimeric enzyme from T. maritima [204] , a premiere among clostridia. In addition, four genes encoding putative monomeric [Fe]-H 2 ases are also present (Table 5) . These [Fe]-H 2 ases would be shorter than the C. pasteurianum HydA, and show unexpectedly diverse features in several regions of their sequence. HydA1 (458 codons) resembles the M. elsdenii sequence, but exhibits a di¡erent distribution of cysteine ligands in the N-terminal 2[4Fe^4S] domain. HydA1 is the only one among the four hyd genes of C. di¤cile that appears to have a complete H domain. Indeed, hydA2 (496 codons), hydA3 (498 codons) and hydA4 (478 codons) all display large deletions in their H-domains which strongly relate them to ORF Tm1421 from T. maritima (Fig. 5, Section 7.2) . Whether hydA1-A4 are true genes remains to be demonstrated, but all of them are preceded by consensus ribosome-binding sequences. Genomes of other clostridia are being sequenced. For instance, the genome of C. acetobutylicum (http://www. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Microb_blast/un¢nishedgenome.html), contains an [Fe]-H 2 ase-encoding gene identical to one that has already been cloned and sequenced [317] , as well as an additional one that is related to hydA2-4 from C. di¤cile and ORF Tm1421 from T. maritima.
The numerous genes required for the biosynthesis/maturation of [NiFe]-H 2 ases, in particular hypA-F and occasionally hupE, are present in annotated genomes as expected. No accessory genes other than those previously evidenced have been detected in genome sequences. It is noted that the hypA-F genes are clustered in A. fulgidus [227] as in most other organisms, but in contrast they are distributed over three loci in A. aeolicus (Table 6 ). Regarding the maturation of [Fe]-H 2 ases, genome sequences are not very informative, despite the discovery of a putative multicistronic operon in T. maritima (Table 7) . It is never- [209] . New searches and comparisons have shown that it is in fact homologous to aminotransferases (our unpublished data), and has therefore not been included in the table. b compl : complementary strand; encoded by direct strand when void. c Reference [209] . d When di¡ering from the original one. e Reference [210] . f Function inferred by homology with the well-characterized HybD and HycI proteins (Table 1) . g Reference [194] . h Possess features characteristic of H 2 -sensing H 2 ases (Tables 2 and 8 , Section 4.2.2.2) but the function of the putative products of these genes remains to be elucidated. Therefore, no revision of the current annotation is proposed. i ORFs #960^963 display the highest similarity to four consecutive ORFs of the hyd (Table 2 ) operon from T. roseopersicina [190] , and they appear in the same order on the chromosome. Similar functions may therefore be predicted for these enzymes. ORFs #961 and #963 are homologous to the insertion sequences isp2 and isp1, respectively, that occur between the hydS and hydL genes of T. roseopersicina [190] . They also resemble two ORFs from the hmc operon which encodes a transmembrane electron transfer complex in D. vulgaris (GenBank L16784, [294] ). j Homologous to heterodisul¢de reductases present in a large number of organisms. Neighbours #963. k Local sequence similarities with formyl transfer catalysts [117] and in particular methionyl-tRNA formyl transferase, of which the 3D structure is known [195] . l Not detected in [209] . Number attributed because it neighbors ORF #1157.
theless signi¢cant that the latter bacterium, which appears to contain only [Fe]-H 2 ases, is altogether devoid of genes bearing resemblance to any of those involved in the maturation of [NiFe]-H 2 ases (our unpublished results, searches carried out using TBLASTN [341, 342] ). This would suggest that the two classes of metal-containing H 2 ases rely upon phylogenetically distinct proteins for their maturation.
Phylogeny
As detailed in Sections 4 and 5, H 2 ases display highly modular structures, an amazing diversity in quaternary structure and, at least in the case of [Fe]-H 2 ases, in the size of the catalytic subunit (Fig. 3) . Furthermore, most of the subunits and domains other than the H-cluster domain of [Fe]-H 2 ases have counterparts in other proteins and complexes, for instance ferredoxins and NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase (Section 7.3). These observations re£ect a widespread swapping of redox protein modules among energy conservation systems, and they will doubtless be instrumental in improving our understanding of the evolution of bioenergetics at large. However, within the framework of hydrogenase biodiversity and evolution, it appears more relevant to focus on those features that are idiosyncratic to H 2 ases, or at least very conserved within either the [Fe]-or [NiFe]-H 2 ases. Sequence comparisons were therefore restricted to the catalytic subunits (or even H-cluster domains) for the [Fe]-enzymes, and to the large and small subunits for the [NiFe] enzymes.
[NiFe]-hydrogenases
Phylogenetic trees of [NiFe]-H 2 ases have been derived from amino acid sequence alignments (Fig. 6) . Only H 2 ases for which complete sequences of both subunits were available have been included in the trees. Incomplete ones are listed in Table 8 . The trees show groupings consistent with the functional classes de¢ned in Section 4. The position of these groups relative to the outgroup con¢rm the monophyletic origin of the [NiFe]-H 2 ases. Moreover, within each H 2 ase class, the trees derived from the sequences of the large and small subunits are nearly superimposable. This indicates that these enzymes have consisted of two tightly associated subunits for most, and probably all, of their evolutionary history. Within each of the classes, H 2 ase phylogeny is essentially consistent with species taxonomy derived from other data [63, 348, 349] . In Group 1 for instance, H 2 ases of N-and O-proteobacteria are clustered on a deeper branch than those of the K-, L-and Qproteobacteria, in keeping with the proposal that they appeared earlier than the other proteobacteria [379] (Fig.  6B) . Some discrepancies are nevertheless observed. For example, in Group 1, the mixing of H 2 ases from Q-proteobacteria with those from K-proteobacteria is in contradiction with the proposal that the former bacteria emerged later [379] . These contradictions, as well as others to be mentioned below, may be accounted for by various events, e.g. lateral gene transfer [203, 350, 351] . Another unexpected occurrence is the presence of the uptake H 2 ases from cyanobacteria in Group 2, together with the H 2 -sensing proteins. The proteins of subgroups 2a and 2b have Fig. 5 ).
h The H 2 ase encoded by these genes has been characterized biochemically [204] .
most probably evolved from a common ancestor and their functions have diverged (H 2 ase and H 2 sensing) depending on the host organism. While representatives of the four groups of enzymes are found in Bacteria, the Archaea are missing (for the time being) representatives of Group 2, which suggests that the emergence of Group 2 H 2 ases occurred within Bacteria after the divergence of the domains Archaea and Bacteria. These lineages are very unequally represented in the four H 2 ase groups. Indeed, most bacterial sequences map within Groups 1 and 2, whereas archaeal ones (emphasized by light gray shading in Fig. 6 ) belong to Groups 3 and 4 (except for VhtGA from A. fulgidus and M. mazei, and VhoGA from M. mazei, which are associated to Group 1). Thus, the earliest divergence event inferred from comparison of [NiFe]-H 2 ases is the branching o¡ of the Bacteria from the Archaea, in agreement with the generally accepted phylogeny.
The presence of H 2 ases 1 and 2 from A. aeolicus among H 2 ases from Proteobacteria in Group 1 would seem to be inconsistent with the view that Aqui¢cales are the deepest branching organisms [380] in the domain Bacteria. However, recent studies in comparative genomics [381] indicate that Aqui¢cales are closer to the Proteobacteria than previously reported. The latter conclusion would then be in better agreement with the positions of H 2 ases 1 and 2 from A. aeolicus in the trees of Fig. 6 .
In Archaea, early duplication events seem to have led to the presence in the same genome of genes belonging to di¡erent subgroups of Group 3 (M. voltae, M. thermoautotrophicum). Other duplications have probably occurred in a more recent past since closely related genes are present in some organisms (e.g. frhG1A1 and frhG2A2 in M. barkeri, mvhG1A1 and mvhG2A2 in M. thermoautotrophicum, hynSL and hupSL in A. aeolicus and T. roseopersicina). An interesting phenomenon is the presence of cyanobacterial HoxYH H 2 ases in Group 3 where no other bacterial [NiFe]-H 2 ases are found (except the plasmid-encoded HoxYH enzymes of R. eutropha and R. opacus). This may result from various causes of which the most likely could be a loss of HoxYH in a common ancestor of the Proteobacteria.
The H 2 ases of Group 4 belong to multisubunit protein complexes and share marked similarities with several subunits of Complex I and F 420 H 2 :quinone oxidoreductase (Section 7.3). In this Group, the nesting of bacterial sequences (E. coli and R. rubrum) within the archaeal ones appears to contradict the general phylogenetic tree. It might be a remnant of early stages in the evolutionary process [351] . Table 3 ). f Incomplete sequence. g Assigned to Group 4, notwithstanding some pattern alterations. Table 2 were analyzed. The sequences not included in the tree are listed in Table 8 . The trees were obtained by the neighbor-joining method [343] using the BIONJ program [344] . Distance matrices were computed with the PROTDIST program of the PHYLIP package [345] on sequences aligned with Clustal W [283] . Trees were displayed and printed with NJPLOT [346] . Distances along the horizontal axis re£ect the degree of relatedness of the sequences. NuoB (subunit of Complex I) and HydA (catalytic subunits of [Fe]-H 2 ases) sequences were used as outgroups for the tree of the small and the large subunits, respectively. When species names are followed by`P', the genes are plasmid-encoded. Bootstrap support values (1000 replicates) [347] are shown above the relevant nodes. Numbers below the nodes are those of H 2 ase Groups (Table 2 and Section 4.2). Archaeal enzymes are shaded in light gray, cyanobacterial enzymes in darker gray. The subdivisions of Proteobacteria are indicated on the right in B. 
[Fe]-hydrogenases
Neither the quaternary structures, nor the sizes of the catalytic subunits of [Fe]-H 2 ases are correlated with the phylogenetic status of the host organisms. Indeed, Bacteria contain monomeric [272, 273] , dimeric [278] , trimeric [204] , and tetrameric [274] [Fe]-H 2 ases, whereas only monomeric enzymes have so far been found in Eucarya [72, 275, 276, 322] . Likewise, the smallest [72] and largest [322] catalytic subunits are found among Eucarya, and a wide range of intermediate sizes are found in Bacteria as well as in Eucarya (Section 5.1 and Fig. 3 ). It is then arguable that the occurrence of subunit and domain swapping has blurred the phylogenetic information contained in whole molecules of [Fe]-H 2 ases, or even in full-size catalytic subunits. This suggests two main options for sequence alignments of [Fe]-H 2 ases. In the ¢rst one, fulllength catalytic subunits would be implemented because they are the biologically functional molecules, notwithstanding biases arising from discrepancies in length and domain composition. Alternatively, in view of the lack of knowledge concerning the history of accessory domain swapping, it might be sensible to perform sequence alignments only with the catalytic core that is common to all of these enzymes. The latter approach has been used recently with sequences edited to keep only the H-cluster domain and neighboring 2[4Fe^4S] domain [275] . Considering the recent discovery of [Fe]-H 2 ases consisting of the H-cluster domain only ( [72] ; Table 5 ), alignments of edited sequences should now include only this part of the sequence. We have carried out sequence alignments of full-length catalytic subunits (not shown), and also of H-cluster domains (Fig. 7) . The phylogenetic trees derived from the two sets of sequences were found to be altogether consistent with each other. Both trees indicate similar relationships, which are also in keeping with the previously published ones [275] . As in the case of the [NiFe]-H 2 ases, the position of the outgroup sequences con¢rms that all [Fe]-H 2 ases are monophyletic. The main features that emerge from the trees are the following. As expected, the H 2 ase-like proteins of the aerobic eukaryotes belong to a single branch. In contrast, the sequences of anaerobic eukaryotes (T. vaginalis, N. ovalis, E. histolytica and Spironucleus barkhanus) appear to be distributed on several branches as reported previously [275] . Whether this re£ects the actual evolutionary history of these organisms or results from gene transfer events remains an open question [64, 275, 337] , and particularly so in view of non-optimal bootstrap values at some important nodes of the available trees ( [275] and Fig. 7 ). Among bacteria, the sequences from di¡erent genera are not well segregated, which may be due in part to the presence of paralogous genes in several species.
The observations listed above suggest that phylogenetic inferences based on [Fe]-H 2 ases should be made with caution. It is nevertheless noteworthy that the overwhelming majority of the catalytic subunits are either of the twodomain (2[4Fe^4S] and H) -type or of the four-domain (clostridial-like) -type (Table 5 and Fig. 3 ). This is made even clearer in the dendrogram of Fig. 8 , which includes several sequences from C. di¤cile (Table 5 ), in addition to those implemented in Fig. 7 . It is signi¢cant that, regardless of the host organism, the deepest branches of the tree as rooted by the outgroup include almost exclusively sequences of the two-domain-type (Fig. 8) . These observations suggest that this relatively simple [Fe]-H 2 ase structural framework might be a good candidate for an ancestral type from which other varieties of [Fe]-H 2 ases have been derived (Fig. 9) . It should be stressed that this hypothesis is put forward only regarding the [Fe]-H 2 ases, and that it is not meant to draw conclusions concerning the host organisms. [34] . Other sequences (listed in Table 5) were edited accordingly, on the basis of the full-length sequence alignments. Sequences were aligned as described in the legend of Fig. 6 . Bootstrap values indicated on nodes were determined as in Fig. 6. 
Similarities between hydrogenases and NADHubiquinone oxidoreductases (Complex I) of respiratory chains
NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase (Complex I) is best known as found in the inner membrane of mitochondria and in the cytoplasmic membrane of bacteria. The former consists of at least 42 subunits whereas the latter is composed of only 14 subunits, all of which have counterparts in the mitochondrial enzyme. The present discussion will be restricted to the bacterial enzyme that contains the same prosthetic groups (FMN, 8-9 Fe^S clusters and an undetermined number of quinones) and has the same catalytic properties as the mitochondrial enzyme [58,61,3523 54] . The subunits are distributed nearly equally between a membrane and a hydrophilic domain [355, 356] . Most, if not all, of the metal sites are located in the latter. Subunits NuoE, F, and G are the outermost ones in the hydrophilic domain, while NuoB, C, D, and I are nearer to the membrane domain [357] . The subunits of Complex I that are relevant to the present discussion, their localizations, and Fe^S contents are listed in Fig. 10 . Sequence similarities between H 2 ases and Complex I were ¢rst reported by Bo « hm et al. [175] and then by Pilkington et al. [54] . It is now well established that subunits NuoE, NuoF, NuoI, and the N-terminal Fe^S-binding domain (ca. 220 residues) of NuoG have homologous counterparts in accessory subunits and domains of both the [NiFe]-and [Fe]-H 2 ases [58] (Fig. 10) (Table 5 ) have been included in addition to those implemented in Fig. 7 . The main purpose of this dendrogram is to highlight that the deepest branches are occupied by sequences consisting of two domains, the 2[4Fe^4S] domain and the H-cluster domain (see Fig. 9 ). These sequences are on a darker gray background. Clostridial-type (four domains) sequences are on a lighter (checkered) gray background. The four other sequences are on a white background, and their sizes are indicated by the neighboring icons. Symbols for domains are as in Fig. 3. (A. aeolicus is one of the exceptions [209] ) NuoG misses the counterparts of the cysteines that ligate the [4Fe^4S] cluster proximal to the H-cluster [34] .
Additional similarities with Complex I concern mainly [NiFe]-H 2 ases. The NuoB and NuoD subunits of Complex I bear clear similarities with the small and large subunits, respectively, of [NiFe]-H 2 ases [56^58,61]. These similarities have recently been reexamined, put on ¢rmer ground, and discussed with respect to £avin content and energy coupling mechanisms [61] . It is worth noticing that some of the highest sequence similarities between NuoD and the large subunit occur in regions which, in the H 2 ase structure [33, 61] , surround the NiFe metal site. While NuoD misses the counterparts of the cysteine ligands of the nickel [56, 58, 61] , it has been hypothesized that this subunit of Complex I might accommodate a quinone site in a position that approximately corresponds to the NiFe site in H 2 ase [363] .
Altogether (Fig. 10) . Crys- Fig. 9 . Tentative evolutionary scheme for the modular structures of the [Fe]-H 2 ase catalytic subunits. For illustrative purposes cartoons of the structures have been drawn using the coordinate ¢les of C. pasteurianum H 2 ase ( [34] , pdb entry 1feh) and the thioredoxin-and NuoE-like ferredoxin from A. aeolicus ( [328] , pdb entry 1F37). The only actual structure is that of C. pasteurianum H 2 ase (2), others are composite schemes drawn using RASMOL [378] with appropriately edited coordinate ¢les. Polypeptide chains are represented as ribbons, metal sites are in space ¢lling. No structural model is available for the NuoF-like domain of N. ovalis H 2 ase (4), which has therefore been represented by an icon as in Fig. 3 . The proposed domain composition of the putative ancestral form (1) has been inferred from the widespread occurrence of H 2 ases having that size, particularly in the deepest branches of the trees derived from the sequence alignments (Figs. 7 and 8) . The larger enzymes (2^4) may be derived there from by domain acquisition. In contrast, the photosynthesis-linked enzymes (5) are assumed to have lost the 2[4Fe^4S] domain. These very short H 2 ases are considered as unlikely primitive forms, because they occur only in photosynthetic eukarya. Periplasmic enzymes from Desulfovibrio (6) have the same domain composition as the putative ancestral form, but their small subunit corresponds to the C-terminus (purple) of the monomeric enzymes [35] . In this scheme no assumptions are made regarding the host organisms, their relative ancestry and evolution. tal structures are available for all of these protein folds: 2[4Fe^4S] [362] , plant-and mammalian-type [2Fe^2S] [361] , and thioredoxin-like [2Fe^2S] [328] . Together with the crystal structure of C. pasteurianum [Fe]-H 2 ase [34] , a signi¢cant body of structural models is thus assembled. These data, considering the sequence homologies indicated above (Fig. 10) , provide useful models for the protein folds around most of the Fe^S clusters in both types of H 2 ases and Complex I. Indeed, despite the absence of ¢rst-hand high resolution structural data on Complex I, the protein folds around six at least of its Fe^S clusters can be derived from experimental data on ferredoxins and H 2 ases (Fig. 10) . It is anticipated that any further structural data on H 2 ases, Complex I, or ferredoxins, will provide useful information concerning all these proteins, and presumably electron transfer complexes at large. Fig. 3 .`3D' means that a crystallographic model exists for that protein fold. Crystal structures have been elucidated only for proteins in the left column (H 2 ases and ferredoxins), not for any of the Complex I subunits. The ¢gure thus shows that 3D models can be derived from other proteins for at least ¢ve or six subunits of Complex I. These include the protein folds around six or seven Fe^S clusters (in NuoE, NuoG, and NuoI). a The subunits of Complex I are designated using the Nuo nomenclature implemented for E. coli and R. capsulatus [58] . Other nomenclatures may be found in [58, 60, 61] . b Homologous to the N-terminal part of the small subunit. NuoB may contain a [4Fe^4S] cluster located similarly to the proximal cluster in [NiFe]-H 2 ases [58, 61] . c NuoC and NuoD are fused in some bacteria [209, 352] , but clear similarities with the large H 2 ase subunit have been reported for NuoD only [61] . NuoC and NuoD contain no conspicuous metal-binding site. The presence of a quinone site has been proposed [358] . d Homologies with H 2 ases are restricted to the N-terminal V220 residues. All NuoG subunits have binding sites for one [2Fe^2S] and two [4Fe^4S] clusters [54, 58] . One or two additional Fe^S clusters may be present in some bacteria [60] . e NuoI is larger (ca. 20 kDa) than most 2[4Fe^4S] bacterial ferredoxins (ca. 6 kDa). The N-and C-terminal extensions present in NuoI presumably anchor it to other subunits [359] . f Approximate masses (kDa) of subunits obtained by compiling data from several bacteria [58, 60, 352, 353, 354] . g Several crystal structures are available [33, 37, 39] . h Subunits HoxF and HoxU from R. eutropha [133] , HoxF and HoxU from A. variabilis [226] , and HoxE, HoxF, and HoxU from Synechocystis [268] . See footnotes e and n. i NuoH and NuoL are named ND1 and ND5, respectively, in mitochondrial Complex I [59, 243, 360] . j See Fig. 3 for accessory domains in catalytic subunits. Two crystal structures are known [34, 35] . The H-cluster domain is not included here because it has no homolog in Complex I.
The homologies discussed above concern primarily soluble H 2 ases and the hydrophilic domain of Complex I. Recently, striking similarities have been evidenced among the membrane domains as well (reviewed in [60, 61] ). It should ¢rst be recalled that extensive similarities exist between the membrane domains of Complex I and F 420 H 2 :quinone (or phenazine) oxidoreductase from M. mazei [303] and A. fulgidus [227, 364, 365] . Sequences of operons encoding multimeric membrane-bound [NiFe]-H 2 ases from M. thermoautotrophicum (eha and ehb, [243] ) and M. barkeri (ech, [360] ) have con¢rmed the similarities among the soluble subunits that were described above. They have disclosed that in addition two transmembrane subunits of the Eha, Ehb and Ech enzymes are homologous to subunits NuoH (ND1) and NuoL (ND5) of Complex I. H 2 ases 3 and 4 from E. coli [176, 237] , as well as the CO-inducible H 2 ase from R. rubrum [265] likewise display such homologies (see Section 4.2.4).
Altogether, the phylogenetic relationships between H 2 ases and Complex I are more extensive among the metal-containing redox subunits, but they also encompass membrane subunits that are likely to be involved in proton transfer and energy conversion. This suggests that not only electron transfer complexes but also energy-transducing machineries have been transposed and adapted from the anaerobic into the aerobic lifestyle [60, 61] . Phylogenetic studies implementing sequences and structures of H 2 ases and Complex I are therefore expected to shed light on the evolution of bioenergetics. Furthermore, the evolution of these redox complexes, either soluble or membrane-bound, is tightly intertwined with early symbiotic events that led to the emergence of the eukaryotic nucleus [366] and subcellular organelles, i.e. mitochondria, hydrogenosomes [367] and chloroplasts. In this context, the phylogeny of H 2 ases may be anticipated to become a valuable source of information. Indeed, [Fe]-H 2 ases are already implemented to unravel the evolution of anaerobic eukaryotes [275, 322, 337, 367] .
Distribution of hydrogenases in the domains of life
The availability of numerous H 2 ase sequences from a wide range of organisms (Sections 4.2 and 5, Tables 2  and 5 ) opens new opportunities for analyzing the distribution of these enzymes in all domains of life. Of particular interest is the unveiling of an increasing number of complete genome sequences, which allow full inventories of H 2 ase-encoding genes to be made in a sizeable number of organisms. A general observation is that, as for many other genes, H 2 ase-encoding ones, when present, often occur in numbers (Tables 2 and 5 (Fig. 10) . Therefore, searches implementing full-length H 2 ase sequences will often yield various kinds of false positives. It is thus necessary to perform searches with portions of sequences that are speci¢c of either one of the two classes of H 2 ases. These are the H-cluster domain for the [Fe]-H 2 ases, and the large and small subunits (e.g. HupL and HupS) for the [NiFe]-H 2 ases. Even then, the latter ones have to be im- Table 5 ); 8: T. maritima [204] . See Table 5 and Section 8.2 for details. Symbols for domains are as in Fig. 3 . Hnd H 2 ases are characterized by the presence of NuoE-like (rectangles with vertical stripes) and NuoFlike (hexagons with horizontal stripes) domains.
plemented with care because of detectable similarities with subunits of Complex I (Fig. 10) , as shown recently in the case of T. maritima (see above, and [257] ).
With these caveats in mind, it is feasible to retrieve signi¢cant information from the large body of sequence data. For instance, it is noted that no [Fe]-H 2 ase-encoding genes have yet been found in Archaea. Likewise, [NiFe]-H 2 ase-encoding genes have so far remained undetected in Eucarya. Evidence for the presence of [NiFe]-H 2 ases in Eucarya is restricted to biochemical and immunological data on the green alga S. obliquus [68, 70, 368] . There is no further support from gene cloning and sequencing. In contrast, four di¡erent [Fe]-H 2 ase sequences from the green algae S. obliquus [72] , C. reinhardtii and C. fusca (T. Happe, personal communication) have been determined by three di¡erent groups (Table 5 ). In addition, compelling biochemical data have been published on a [Fe]-H 2 ase from S. obliquus [72] . It may there from be inferred that, for the time being, [Fe]-H 2 ases are restricted to Bacteria and Eucarya, while [NiFe]-H 2 ases are only occurring in Bacteria and Archaea.
Nomenclature
As noted earlier in this review, over 100 sets of H 2 aseencoding genes have been sequenced. These enzymes are found in a wide range of organisms where they assume very diverse structures and cellular functions. An extremely heterogeneous and occasionally inconsistent nomenclature of H 2 ase-encoding genes has resulted there from. We are well aware that the present naming systems have been extensively implemented in the literature over more than a decade, and have in addition been engraved in hundreds of database entries. A reversal of this situation will therefore require a protracted e¡ort of the scienti¢c community, which the proposals made here aim at initiating.
[NiFe]-hydrogenases
As this is merely a proposal for initiating a reorganization of the nomenclature of H 2 ase-encoding genes, only limited changes have been made (Table 3 , Sections 4 and 7.1). Our main objective at this stage was to suppress interference with the nomenclature of [Fe]-H 2 ases. Thus, the name hyd, which should be reserved for [Fe]-H 2 ases (Section 8.2), has been systematically replaced. For the same reason, the letters A and B for the [NiFe]-H 2 ase subunits have been replaced in most cases by S and L (Table 3) . When proposing new names, we have taken care to put forward designations that had been previously used for enzymes belonging to the same group, e.g. hox, hyn, ech, hup (Table 3) , to avoid increasing the existing confusion. The only exception is Hyh, which is used to avoid the now outdated term Shy (Section 4.2.3.2). In keeping with the trend to use S and L for the small and large subunits of [NiFe]-H 2 ases, the K and N subunits of Shy are now called HyhL and HyhS, respectively. The other two conserved subunits (beta and gamma) of that tetrameric enzyme should be termed HyhB and HyhG. It is noted that the proposals summarized in Table 3 would result in fewer H 2 ase names than previously. Finally, the attribution of new names has been based on phylogenetic proximity (Fig. 6 and Table 3 ). For instance hyn has been given to several sequences of a subgroup of Group 1 which are closely related to Desulfovibrio sequences that had been designated hyn previously (Tables 2 and 3 ). We are aware that these proposals are still unsatisfactory, and should be taken as no more than a starting point for a revision of the nomenclature.
[Fe]-hydrogenases
Clearly distinct groups of [Fe]-H 2 ases are di¤cult to identify on the basis of sequences, structures and functions. It might therefore be sensible to apply the ¢rst used nomenclature, i.e. hyd [278] , to all of these enzymes.
A closer inspection nevertheless reveals a subset of mostly monomeric [Fe]-H 2 ases that interact with ferredoxins, £avodoxins, or low-potential cytochromes. Some [Fe]-H 2 ases are dimeric and periplasmic, but structural data show that they are very closely related to the monomeric ones [35] . Indeed, the small subunit has arisen by cleavage of the C-terminal part of monomeric cytoplasmic enzymes as a means of facilitating export to the periplasm [35] . The genes encoding these H 2 ases have in most cases been named hydA (large subunit) and hydB (small subunit). It is proposed to retain this naming system and extend it to all genes of this subgroup of [Fe]-H 2 ases (Table 5 , Fig.  11) .
A second category of [Fe]-H 2 ases is composed of mostly oligomeric enzymes that interact with NAD(P), and contain domains homologous to the NuoE and NuoF subunits of Complex I [204, 274] (Figs. 3, 10 and 11, Section 7.3). In the case of D. fructosovorans the encoding genes have been named hnd (for H 2 ase NAD(P)-dependent) [274] , a denomination that we propose to extend to all of these enzymes, including the monomeric one from N. ovalis, which also contains NuoE-and NuoF-like domains [322] and has been hypothesized to interact with NADP(H) [339] . Likewise, the putative trimeric Hnd-like enzyme from C. di¤cile should belong to this group (Section 6 and Table 5 ). The catalytic subunits should be named HndA, in keeping with the HydA ones (see above). The only existing discrepancy is the current use of HndD for the catalytic subunit of D. fructosovorans tetrameric H 2 ase [274] . The HndB and HndC subunits of that H 2 ase are fused in the other known cases (T. maritima and C. di¤cile). In D. fructosovorans, we therefore propose to replace HndB by HndB N and HndC by HndB C (for N-and C-terminal), so that HndC would then be used for the small subunit in all cases. In D. fructosovorans HndC would replace HndA (Fig. 11) .
The proposed nomenclature, which is summarized in Fig. 11 , encompasses all known [Fe]-H 2 ase-encoding genes. For multiple isoenzymes in a single species, it is proposed to use numbers (Tables 2, 3 , 5, 6 and 7). Genes encoding maturation proteins have not yet been identi¢ed in the case of [Fe]-H 2 ases. When they are, letters starting with E should be recommended, A to D being saved for structural genes, in case an enzyme with an additional, yet unknown, structural subunit turns out. As it is most likely that maturation proteins of the Hyd and Hnd enzymes are homologous, care should be taken to use the same letters for the expectedly matching pairs of genes.
As shown in Figs. 7 and 8 , the HydA and HndA sequences are not phylogenetically distinct, but are nested in the [Fe]-H 2 ase evolutionary trees. We nevertheless propose distinct names because the Hnd H 2 ase can be distinguished by function (interaction with NAD(P)) as well as by sequence (presence of NuoE-and NuoF-like modules, Fig. 11 ).
Concluding remarks and perspectives
H 2 ase research has made considerable progress in several directions over the last few years. The contributions of X-ray crystallography and the consequent stimulation of many other investigations (spectroscopic studies, chemical modeling, calculations) to the ¢eld of H 2 ase is considerable and cannot be overestimated. However, it is beyond the scope of this review, and the reader is referred to recent reviews and discussions of these questions [42, 51^53] .
A considerable number of primary structures of H 2 ases have been determined and compared over the last 15 years. It has there from been inferred that the [Fe] and [NiFe] enzymes are phylogenetically distinct. This has been con¢rmed by crystal structures showing that the protein folds of the active site domains are completely di¡er-ent, notwithstanding some structural and chemical similarities between the metal sites [51, 52] . Thus, the phylogenies of the two types of H 2 ases are to be analyzed separately.
The structural complexity of H 2 ases and their catalytic sites is demanding in terms of biosynthesis. Several gene products are involved in the maturation of the [NiFe] enzymes [92] . Elucidation of the structure and function of each of these proteins is now on its way. In this regard, the understanding of [Fe]-H 2 ases is considerably less advanced, mainly because the genes in that case appear not to be clustered on the chromosomes. An additional di¤-culty in the identi¢cation of the [Fe]-H 2 ase maturing proteins arises from the fact that they appear to bear no similarity to the [68, 70, 368, 72] , Section 6). If these trends are con¢rmed, the data might turn out to become valuable touchstones for the elucidation of early symbiotic events that led to the emergence of Eucarya. In fact, [Fe]-H 2 ase sequences from anaerobic eukaryotes are already being analyzed with the aim of elucidating the evolution of these organisms and of hydrogenosomes [275, 337, 367] .
Another emerging track in H 2 ase research is linked to the discovery of H 2 ase-like sequences in the genomes of aerobic eukaryotes, including mammals. The encoded proteins are clearly related to [Fe]-H 2 ases, but appear to have lost their nominal catalytic activity. Their present function is in the process of being elucidated [325] , and the evolutionary pathways that led to it are likely to be revealed in the near future.
Yet another fascinating aspect of H 2 ase structure and evolution is the modular structure of these enzymes. While the protein folds surrounding the catalytic H 2 -activating sites are idiosyncrasies of H 2 ases, these enzymes contain additional domains and subunits that have counterparts in other redox proteins and complexes. The latter include ferredoxins, NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase (Complex I) of respiratory chains, and related membrane-bound complexes [60, 61] . The relevant protein modules, most of which contain Fe^S clusters, are proof of extensive relationships among all extant energy-transducing complexes. This record contains a wealth of structural and phylogenic information, of which the exploitation will be accelerated by the development of structural genomics.
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